
energy Issues Top 
congressional agenda
n e industry faces battles to open two frontier areas: the Arctic 
offshore Alaska and the Atlantic off the East Coast. 

Onshore development, at least on private land in
Texas, is not much of a problem. But offshore, the

industry is stuck with the federal government as a part-
ner, said U.S. Rep. Pete Olson, R-Texas, at the OTC
luncheon “Offshore U.S. Drilling Coast to Coast: Where
are We Heading?” on May 5.

“You’re stuck because the federal government is your
dance partner, a partner with no rhythm and two le
feet,” he continued.

Olson, who is vice chairman of the Energy and Power
Subcommittee of the House Energy and Commerce
Committee, is very familiar with trying to get the gov-
ernment to respond to the industry without any addi-
tional onerous rule-making.

“It takes years of investment, planning and jumping
through federal hoops to have a five-year plan for oil to
reach the market. e oil industry has to think about

today and the next decade, too. at’s why the federal
government, just like the industry, needs to set the stage

By SCOTT WEEDEn 

By JEnnIfEr PrESlEy

You will find on your next trip to the hospital that
the same technology used to scan the brain’s

nooks and crannies is the same as the one scanning
rocks for operators like BP. On Tuesday, May 5, the
company held a briefing to discuss the myriad of
ways technologies from other industries have been
gradually adopted by the oil and gas community as
key enablers to success in areas like EOR.

“EOR is doing anything beyond classical reservoir
engineering or classical oilfield technologies to in-
crease recovery. It is more than just pressure deple-
tion; it’s using technologies that get more out of the
ground,” said John Peak, vice president of BP’s Push-
ing Reservoir Limits technology program. 

To accomplish that goal, he noted that the company
concentrates their efforts on “at-scale, cost-effective
technologies” with great success. Peak cited the com-
pany’s Ula platform in the Norwegian sector of the
North Sea as one example of this success, “with nearly
100% of [oil] production associated with our [De-
signer] gas EOR system.” 

In addition to its Designer Gas and Designer Water
EOR technologies, the company also is a “keen adapter
of polymer technology,” Peak said. “We co-developed
Brightwater, which is a deep-diverting technology that
we inject into the reservoir and due to temperature ef-
fects, the polymer ‘pops’ or expands and thereby
blocks high-permeability areas in the reservoir.” 

Before these technologies are deployed in the field,
they undergo rigorous testing in the company’s labora-
tory outside of London, in Sunbury. ere, core samples
are scanned using a micro-CT scanner for their Digital
Rocks program and also subjected to coreflooding using
technologies seen in hospitals around the world. 

Similar in appearance to the robotic systems used
to test medical samples, the Automated Coreflooding
System is the most recent addition to the laboratory.
Peak noted that it is the world’s first robotic coreflood-
ing system and that it “enables 10s of 10s core floods
to be done 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,” he said. 

e coreflooding system allows for greater repeata-
bility in testing while enabling hundreds of tests to be
performed each year, rather than dozens as in the past,
the company said. e system is seen as a key tool for
reducing deployment time by at least 50%. n

ceos: no choices Left
except collaboration
n Downturn or recovery, expenses are wildly out of hand and projects are
being delivered late, hurting service companies and pounding E&Ps with
declining returns.

Sensible observations during a downcycle: deepwater
construction and engineering firms need to cut

costs, curtail investment and work together.
Except that those statements weren’t made in a down-

cycle. ey were made at OTC 2014, when oil costs were
$110 per barrel. 

For years, cost overruns and delays have plagued deep-
water projects. In 2013 and 2014, they began slowing or

stopping projects even while oil prices were strong.  
e industry has been fraying for decades. About six

years ago, the average time between a discovery and first
oil was five years. Now first oil production takes seven
years—32% longer—and it’s increasing. 

On May 5 at OTC 2015, CEOs from equipment, con-
struction and services companies expressed a determi-
nation to overcome overruns and delayed deliveries and
collaborate with their competitors. 

An Apple 
a Day…
n Medical technology is just what
the doctor ordered for EOR.

See agenda continued on page 29

See ceos continued on page 28
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Congressman Pete Olson was the keynote speaker at

the “Offshore U.S. Drilling Coast to Coast: Where Are

We Heading?”  luncheon on Tuesday, May 5, at OTC.

(Photo courtesy of CorporateEventImages.com)
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Thursday, May 7
7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. ...................................registration
7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. ...................................Topical/Industry Breakfasts
7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. ...................................Energy Education Institute: Teacher Workshop 
8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m................................Energy Education Institute:

High School Student STEM Event
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. ........................................Exhibition
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. ........................................University r&D Showcase 
9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m...................................Technical Sessions
12:15 p.m. to 1:30 p.m..............................ePoster Session
12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m..............................Topical luncheons
1 p.m. to 2 p.m. ........................................Professional Development Session: How to Start

your Own Business
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. ........................................Professional Development Session: networking

Effectively to Build Beneficial relationships
2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. ...................................Technical Sessions
4 p.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................OTC Closing reception

Friday, May 8
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. ........................................new Event: d5 at the University of Houston

All events in conjunction with OTC 2015 will be held at nrG Park in Houston, unless 
noted otherwise.
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Highlighting Asia’s growing importance in the global en-
ergy mix, the next OTC Asia will be held March 22 to 25,

2016, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The conference will show-
case the latest technologies from the Pacific region. 

“I’m quite excited about the [OTC Asia event] occurring next
year,” said OTC Board Chairman Edward Stokes at the OTC
Asia launch on Tuesday aernoon at OTC Houston. “I had the
pleasure of attending the inaugural OTC Asia last March in
Kuala Lumpur. It was my first time actually visiting Malaysia,
and it was a greatly memorable experience for me. We had a
positive and enthusiastic response by the oil and gas industry.
e first OTC Asia demonstrated Asia’s growing prominence in
the global energy mix and the importance of having a platform
such as OTC Asia for energy professionals to meet to exchange
ideas and opinions regarding the advances in scientific and
technical knowledge.”

Stokes said OTC Asia is a great venue for new business and
trading connections to occur. e expected attendance at OTC
Asia 2014, as a new event, was 12,000, but the crowds drew in
more than 25,000 attendees. “We were elated. We were excited.
We knew that we had something here that we could build upon,”
Stokes said. e OTC Committee is expecting more than 30,000
industry professionals representing more than 85 countries at
OTC Asia 2016. 

With the theme “Excellence in Asia,” the event is about net-
working, the sharing of ideas and technologies and how the in-
dustry can grow stronger and withstand the current reality, said
Datuk Mohd Anuar Taib, senior vice president, upstream
Malaysia of Petronas. “We had astounding success in 2014,” Taib
said. “Next year, taking into account the current realities of oil
price, we are hoping that we get at least 250 exhibitors and maybe
50,000 participants as well.”

OTC Asia will feature an executive plenary session, panel
sessions, country briefings, more than 300 paper presenta-
tions across 50 technical and Knowledge Sharing ePoster ses-
sions covering topics such as geoscience, deepwater,
subsurface and surface engineering, and offshore facilities
and construction. 

e three-day event highlights also will include e Next
Wave and STEM programs for young professionals and students,
and the Spotlight on New Technology Awards, which will rec-
ognize the latest and most advanced technologies from the Asia-
Pacific region. 

e program committee is currently accepting proposals and,
as of the launch reception, had already received 121 proposals
from 65 organizations from 28 countries. ey aim to receive
more than 650 abstracts. e submission deadline is May 22. n

oTc asia 2016 to Highlight Pacific 
Region’s advances in Industry

OTC Chairman Edward Stokes described his excitement

about OTC Asia 2016 at the conference’s launch at OTC

Houston on Tuesday afternoon. (Photo courtesy of Corporate

EventImages.com)

d5: The next Big Thing

• about d5: This new OTC event is designed to

spark creativity and innovation in the offshore

energy industry. It will include thought-provok-

ing presentations focused on business, technol-

ogy and people.

• Time and date:

7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on friday, May 8 

• Location: University of Houston, 

4800 Calhoun rd., Houston, 77004

• Register at 2015.otcnet.org/d5 

By ArIAnA BEnAvIDEz



John Gremp, CEO of FMC, and Thierry Pilenko,
CEO of Technip, stressed during a special presenta-

tion at their booth at OTC that being involved earlier
in the field development process would help with get-
ting new solutions into the market as well as being able
to reduce costs.

“We have been frustrated by the lack of adoption of
new technologies,” admitted Gremp. “But with Forsys
we can now be more involved. We expect our FEED
group to help drive the pace of standardization, for ex-
ample,” he said.

Pilenko added, “When we develop these new tech-
nologies, we will be better positioned to have it adopted.
At the moment, new technologies never get included at
the early stage of a development. We feel with Forsys it

will help in accelerating the pace at which
it gets adopted.” 

Gremp continued, “Operators have to be
open to changing their business models.
ey need to be more open-minded and be
receptive to doing things differently. We are
talking about a fundamental change.”

Pilenko added, “e idea is not for
Forsys to force a system upon an operator
but to engage and start from scratch.” He
also highlighted what he felt was an oppor-
tunity for operators to look at clusters of
projects being considered for development
in different basins around the world and
prepare better standardized solutions to get
the best specifications for the market. “Is
there an opportunity here to take that fur-
ther?” he asked.

Alain Marion of Forsys Subsea also
spoke at the presentation and stressed that
in terms of R&D, the first phase for the
company is focused on how best to inte-
grate the technologies of both parent com-
panies. e next stage, he said, would be
more focused on new equipment.

e heads of both parent companies first
started talking last summer about coming
together to find a way to reduce subsea field
development and operating costs, acceler-
ate time to first oil and improve efficiency,
long before the oil price began to fall. At the
official Forsys launch in March, the com-
pany issued estimates including potentially
being able to trim 25% to 30% from project
capex by being involved in a development
from the early stages.

Technip is putting up some of the re-
sources of its front-end specialist Genesis,
with FMC throwing in its FEED team as
well. Forsys is not, of course, only aiming
at the front-end stage but also the full
project life cycle, including maximizing
well performance and simplifying main-
tenance. The parent companies will
jointly fund R&D to drive further inno-
vation to boost efficiency and reduce de-
velopment costs. n

Forsys subsea Looking to Up the
Pace of Technology adoption
n e two leaders of FMC Technologies and Technip, which recently
launched 50:50 joint venture Forsys Subsea, view their planned earlier
involvement at the design stage in offshore projects as the key to 
opening the door to faster adoption of new technologies.

By MArK THOMAS
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The Marlim field is the world’s largest subsea develop-

ment. (Image courtesy of fMC Technologies)

Keep the 
conversation

going 

follow all the post-OTC 

discussion using the hashtag 

#OTCHOUSTOn.



The Petrobras presalt development has been one of the
toasts of OTC 2015, having received the Distin-

guished Achievement Award, the highest organizational
award that OTC hands out, for corporate achievement.
Since its discovery in 2006, the 149-sq-km (57-sq-mile)
development offshore southern Brazil has relied on in-
novative technology to outperform even the company’s
own expectations, said Solange da Silva Guedes, Petro-
bras’ E&P director.

Guedes, addressing the packed luncheon “Presalt:
What Has Been Done So Far and What’s Coming Ahead”
on May 5 at OTC, summarized the impact of Petrobras’
and its partners’ heavy investment in deep-
water technology in more than doubling
production in 24 months. She said that
presalt hit a daily production record of 737
bbl/d this past February.

Guedes noted that the development of
the presalt in the Campos Basin has been
very fast, since infrastructure was already
in place. In the Santos Basin, however,
the challenges have been much greater
because no infrastructure was already in
place. In addition, the reservoirs are lo-
cated at water depths of up to 2,500 m
(8,202 ft), under a 2,000-m-thick (6,562-
ft-thick) salt layer, and the reservoirs
have total depths of up to 7,000 m
(22,966 ft). That led to a need to invest in
technology development.

“To conquer presalt, we’ve invested
heavily in technology,” Guedes said. “If
you keep pushing innovation the result
is optimization.”

Among the innovative technologies in
the presalt are the first riser support buoy,
the first steel catenary riser, the first inten-
sive use of intelligent completion in ultra-
deep waters and the first separation of CO2
associated with natural gas in ultradeep
waters in satellite wells, to name a few. 

As of OTC week, 13 production systems
are now in use. Average oil production in
the presalt layer of the Santos Basin is now
more than 25,000 bbl/d. e Sapinhoá and
Lula fields have wells whose average output
might reach 40,000 bbl/d.

“These figures will certainly contribute
to a reduction in the number of wells in
our future presalt projects, which will be
a major benefit to cost reduction,”
Guedes said. 

Guedes also emphasized that the com-
pany sees a bright future in presalt and out-
lined the strategy to take it forward toward
its production goal of 1 MMbbl/d by 2017,
which the company originally announced
at OTC in 2009.

“e strategy that brought us here with
such great results is the same strategy that
will push us forward,” she said.

at strategy includes further new tech-
nology development, learning curve accel-
eration and standardization of equipment
and will continue to be the foundation to
take cost reduction and productivity im-
provement even further, she said. 

“Technology has proven to be a great
value to us so far. If you keep innovation,
more than ever, technology will lead to
better optimization,” she continued. “We
will continue to adopt new technology on
our project. We will continue to drive for-

ward innovation. More than ever, we need optimization-
oriented technology.”

Addressing the future of presalt, Guedes told the au-
dience that they could be sure that presalt is feasible, even
in today’s downturn. “We can guarantee that presalt is vi-
able with a production cost of $9/bbl. If we consider that
two production units are not yet producing at their total
capacity, the production cost will be even lower. Our op-
erational efficiency of around 92% has contributed sig-
nificantly to our reaching these low costs,” she said. n

Technology Investment Leads Presalt charge 
n Petrobras executive highlights operational efficiency, low production costs and innovation strategies.

By lEn vErMIllIOn
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Solange da Silva Guedes spoke during Tuesday’s topi-

cal luncheon “Presalt: What Has Been Done and What

is Coming Ahead?” at OTC. (Photo courtesy of Copora-

teEventImages.com)



Shell and its partner Arctic Inupiat Offshore (AIO)
have firm plans to drill offshore Alaska in the

Chukchi Sea in the summer of 2015, pending the nec-
essary approvals from the Department of the Interior
and the court system, said Ann Pickard, vice president
Arctic at Royal Dutch Shell. 

Pickard and Rex Rock, president of AIO, spoke at the
topical luncheon “Shell Arctic: Strategies for the New
Prospective” on Tuesday at OTC.

“There were three questions on my mind,” Pickard
said in describing her approach to Arctic exploration
for Shell. “Is now the right time for oil and gas explo-
ration in the Arctic? More importantly, do Arctic na-

tions want their resources to be developed? Because I
don’t like to go places where I’m not wanted. And the
third question is can Shell operate in the Arctic with a
level of safety that is expected by the majority of people
that are going to be affected by their operations?”

Pickard said that to answer those questions, she
talked to federal agencies, contractors, mariners, sci-
entists, board members, environmental activists, em-
ployees and others. 

“After a time of about six months on the job, I came
to the conclusion that the answer to all of those three
questions was a resounding ‘yes,’” Pickard said. 

Following a number of successes offshore Alaska in
the 1970s and 1980s, Shell stopped its operations in the
Arctic in 1991 to pursue opportunities in the Gulf of
Mexico—a decision based on the low oil prices and the

high cost of technology at that time,
Pickard said.  

“So, what’s changed now,” Pickard
asked. “Why are we going back with oil
prices where they are? There are two rea-
sons. Shell doesn’t believe prices will re-
main low in the long term. As has been
the case time and time again, rising global
demand and the need for new supplies
will revive the oil market. When we look
at what’s happened now and [in] 2015, we
see the number of people moving into the
middle class in places like China and
India, which will create an insatiable ap-
petite for new energy. At the same time,
we have production declining at a rate of
about 5%. With this in mind, the need for
new production could be as high as five
million barrels per day until 2030.”

The Arctic currently produces a signif-
icant amount of oil and gas and is be-
lieved to hold even larger amounts yet to
be found, Pickard said. 

“Currently about 10% of the world’s oil
production and 25% of the world’s gas
production come from the Arctic,”
Pickard said. “The future potential is even
greater. The U.S Geological Survey esti-
mates that the Arctic holds 30% of the
world’s undiscovered natural gas and 13%
of its yet-to-find oil.”

Rock said that he and representatives of
the local communities decided after long
consideration that the best way to allow
offshore exploration and to ensure the
protection of the environment and their
communities was to have an active role in
the operations.

“In 2009 we decided we would go to
Shell to request the opportunity to invest,”
Rock said. “Let me emphasize the word
‘invest.’ This is not a handout. I’m here
today as a partner with Shell because we
now have skin in the game.”

AIO, formed in 2014, is comprised of
the Arctic Slope Regional Corp. and six
North Slope village corporations. AIO
and Shell entered into an agreement that
will allow AIO the option to acquire an
interest in Shell’s acreage and activities on
its Chukchi Sea leases.

“I’m confident we can operate safely in
the upcoming exploration,” Pickard said.
“We’ll be talking to people where we
work and we’ll continue to learn from
them. We depend greatly on local knowl-
edge. For example, we’ll have local resi-
dents on all our locations who are
trained to spot species that might be af-
fected by our operations. We’ll take one
step at a time.” n

shell to drill offshore alaska this year
n Operations in the Chukchi Sea will include participation by a local partner group.

By ElDOn BAll
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from left to right: rex rock, y Doreen Chin and Ann

Pickard spoke during Tuesday’s topical luncheon “Shell

Arctic: Strategies for the new Prospective” at OTC.

(Photo courtesy of CorporateEventImages.com)





Even though China is the U.S.’ largest trading partner
outside of North America, the country can’t seem to

escape its reputation for being a challenging market in
which to do business, particularly for foreign firms.

“e Chinese energy sector has a number of, I would
say, issues, challenges and opportunities for improve-
ment,” said Michael Haney, director, Douglas-Westwood,
at a breakfast held Wednesday morning at OTC 2015.

Bernard van Leggelo, group executive managing direc-
tor, SBM Offshore NV, agreed with Haney—China has a
complex business and regulatory environment, which

could be tough to survive.
“You have to really gauge what the Chinese cost reduc-

tions are, what your cost increases are, what your addi-
tional engineering is—so you really have to do the math
before you dive,” Leggelo said.

He said SBM Offshore has a history of delivering,
maintaining and repairing equipment in China dating
back to 1973.

It wasn’t until five years ago that the company began
to operate in the country. e reason: capacity.

“I think many of you will remember the market
crunches we’ve had where our usual sandboxes got
crowded pretty quickly and, of course, China has a
tremendous amount of capacity to offer,” he said.

e downturn’s effect in China
Deepwater development in China will continue to
gain momentum in the coming years, according to
Haney. He said several deepwater exploratory wells
have been drilled in China, some of which have been
in patches of the ocean that have not previously been
claimed as Chinese territory.  Also, the deepwater
Liwan-3 natural gas field, located in the South China
Sea, was brought online in 2014. The field was China’s
first deepwater development.

“There’s actually been a pretty interesting political
and energy development going on in respect to those,”
he said.

The current downturn in commodity prices has had
a far-reaching effect to every aspect of
the oil and gas industry, though. Those
in Houston can see the effects on every
street corner, Haney said.

He said the good news is “there’s a rela-
tive stability in prices since hitting the bot-
tom earlier this year.”

ere’s lots of variability in the price fore-
cast going forward. e key question is
whether the current downturn is a repeat
of what occurred from 2008 to 2009 where
oil prices recovered relatively quickly or is
it going to be similar to the crash in 1982,
he said.

“Many of you may have been in Houston
at that time and clearly there was a long pe-
riod of economic nonactivity in Houston,
as you might say,” he said. “It’s really an im-
portant question for many reasons.”

China is not immune to the drop in oil
prices either.

Newbuild orders and support vessel or-
ders for offshore E&P are cyclical. e
number of orders in Asia is projected to go
down in the coming years, he said.

For subsea tree installments in the re-
gion, those numbers will increase in the
next year with a slight drop for the rest of
the decade, he said.

“Deeper water will be home to many of
these subsea trees going forward,” he said.

China’s shale
China has the largest shale gas reserves in
the world, according to the U.S. Energy In-
formation Administration (EIA). e
agency estimates it holds about 31.6 Bcm
(1,115 Tcf) of technically recoverable shale
gas reserves.

e exploitation of China’s shale re-
sources is being held back by complicated
geology and cost situations. Last year, the
country cut its shale production target in
half to a little more than 500,000 bbl/d,
Haney said.

Most of China’s proven shale gas resources
reside in the Sichuan and Tarim basins.

Haney said the Chinese government is
now considering the shale gas zone in
Sichuan with the potential of giving opera-
tors more control, equity and access to po-
tential areas.

“It’s uncertain as to whether China can
tap into the shale gas revolution that hap-
pened here in the U.S.,” he said.

The state-owned companies are now
turning to coalbed methane—spending
some resources and activity on its devel-
opment, which could be an opportunity,
he said. n

china’s Potential overshadowed by Reputation
n e Chinese government is now considering the Sichuan Shale play with the potential of giving operators more
control, equity and access to potential areas, analyst says.

By EMIly MOSEr
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Amec Foster Wheeler’s Samir Brikho was speaking at
a special breakfast panel session organized by the

U.K. trade body UKTI that focused on cross-industry
collaboration. “Within the oil and gas industry we have
been relatively lazy,” Brikho said. “We have been speaking
about collaboration for some time, but when operators
have been talking about it, it all sounds OK until they
place their order. It is the same the other way with the
contractors, too.”

e reasons are compelling on why the
industry needs to better collaborate and
standardize, he said. About $500 billion in
capex will be spent in 2015 on an estimated
800 oil and gas projects to extract about 60
Bboe. According to Brikho, about $150 bil-
lion in projects could be postponed and
“pushed to the right,” meaning greater
pressure on everyone all around.

“When the oil price was around $10/bbl
operators were making around a 10%
margin, but when it was $100/bbl they
were still only making a 10% margin.
Costs had gone up,” he added. This, com-
bined with the industry’s already poor
performance in terms of major projects
running over budget and behind sched-
ule, means the need to collaborate and
standardize is crucial.

Specifically related to standardization,
Brikho pointed out that with thousands of
platforms located offshore around the

world, nearly every single one is different despite all of
them essentially doing the same thing. Questioning why
that should be the case, Brikho urged the offshore indus-
try to embrace a higher degree of standardization to help
reduce costs. “We don’t need to reinvent the wheel every
time. When someone goes to buy a Mercedes car, they
do not say, ‘I want a 522 or a 523.’ e dealer says, ‘You
pick a 500 or a 600, and that’s it!’ at is what we need to
do more of in this industry.”

Another speaker, Lockheed Martin’s Neale Stidolphe,
highlighted the aviation industry’s use of technology to
reduce costs and standardize, with today’s aircra “liter-

ally covered in sensors.” Stidolphe highlighted technolo-
gies that could be of most interest for continued transfer
into the oil and gas sector, not only including sensors but
autonomous systems, materials, enterprise applications
and information technology advances. 

But again, like Brikho, he stressed the need not to
over-engineer. “We have our Lockheed Martin F-35
Lightning II plane. It has a 50-year design life and costs
about $100 million each, but there are only three ver-
sions. Things like the cockpits in all three are the same.
We do not reengineer. That’s the product, and we offer
it for sale.”  n

‘Lazy’ oil and gas sector needs 
More action, Less Words 
n e oil industry has been essentially lazy in dealing with the need to increase levels of collaboration and
standardization, according to a top contractor’s CEO.

By MArK THOMAS
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airport 
Transportation
by supershuttle

As OTC draws to an end, many

out-of-town visitors will be

flocking to the airport. fortu-

nately, OTC attendees can re-

ceive a discounted fare with

SuperShuttle. The SuperShuttle

ticket counters are located in

the baggage claim area of Bush

Intercontinental (IAH) and

Houston Hobby (HOU) airports.

for more information or to pur-

chase tickets onsite at OTC,

visit the Airport Shuttle Desk in

lobby D of the nrG Center.

SuperShuttle Shared-ride

from IAH is $25 one way, and

SuperShuttle Shared-ride from

HOU is $21 one way. The shut-

tle makes trips to the airport

every hour starting at 11 a.m.

and runs until 6 p.m. Monday

through Wednesday and from

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday.



Astanding-room-only crowd greeted the presenters at
Tuesday aernoon’s technical session “Delta House:

Implementation of a Fast Track Project” at OTC. ere
to hear not one but seven presentations on the different
approaches the Covington, Louisiana-based LLOG Ex-
ploration utilized to transform its ideal plan for its Gulf
of Mexico (GoM) deepwater fields into a reality. 

The company’s Delta House Project delivered its
second floating production system (FPS) to the Mis-
sissippi Canyon (MC) lease Block 254. The FPS,
moored in waters of 1,372 m (4,500 ft), ties together
production from the company’s Son of Bluto 2
prospect in MC 387 and Marmalard prospect in MC

300 and might eventually include production for a
third prospect field.

Designed for a production rate of 80,000 bbl/d and
5.663 MMcm (200 MMcf/d), a peak capacity of 100,000
bbl/d, the Delta House FPS is an example of the company
following the philosophy of “design once, build twice” in
that it is the same design as its Who Dat FPS, saving con-
siderable time and cost for LLOG and the Delta House
Project partners.

Before the project could make the transition from the
drawing board to the deepwater in three years, securing
the necessary financing to construct the Delta House
midstream infrastructure  required a little out-of-the-box
thinking. During the session, ArcLight Capital Partners’
John Erhard shared his insights into making the deal
happen that would bring the FPS and associated oil and

gas laterals to the GoM in his presentation “Economic
Merits of Private Equity Infrastructure Ownership.”

“There were a variety of challenges with the project.
A key challenge in this one is that LLOG and its part-
ners are relatively small private companies,” Erhard
said. “Most had access to some dedicated capital but
wanted to deploy that capital at the drillbit rather than
owning midstream infrastructure. A primary hurdle
facing the producers was that none were rated invest-
ment grade, making many of the traditional markets
off limits.”

A solution was found in 2011 when ArcLight agreed
to finance the Delta House Project without a guaran-
teed, or take-or-pay, stream of payments from the
Delta House producers, according to Erhard in his
OTC paper, No. 25848.  According to the paper, it was

ArcLight’s “bottoms-up analysis of the
Delta House reserves and high regard for
LLOG” that were key to the “eventual un-
derwriting of the infrastructure invest-
ment principally on the basis of
volumetric contracts (i.e., fees calculated
on a dollar per barrel of oil equivalent
basis for the oil and gas processed on
Delta House).” Both companies believe
this type of third-party infrastructure de-
velopment to be the first of its kind in the
deepwater GoM. n

different approach Leads to Big Win
n With its Delta House Project, LLOG Exploration bags a big win for its different approach in the Gulf of Mexico.

By JEnnIfEr PrESlEy 
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new cargo 
carrier 
offers
Versatility

The new Shuttle Sub from Deep Blue
Engineering is an extremely versatile

cargo carrier. It’s based on the concept of
a large ROV with payload capacity, de-
ployed from a support vessel at the sur-
face. It can be used to conduct a range of
installation, heavy lift and deployment
operations. The secret to its versatility lies
in its modular payload “cartridge” system,
making it ideal for pipe installation, cable
deployment, salvage work and subsea in-
tervention. Installation functions are con-
ducted by the Shuttle Sub, with no
requirement for assistance from a smaller
work class ROV during any of the opera-
tions described below. 

Pipe installation will be conducted
using a cartridge that is effectively a pipe
“hopper.” The largest Shuttle Sub will be
capable of transporting and laying about
100 tons of pipe during each trip from the
support vessel. 

Each pipe is extracted from the hopper
by two manipulators, which can be used
to position and align the pipe and then
insert it and make up a connection. Dur-
ing this process, the Shuttle Sub sits above
the pipe that is being manipulated into
position. After completing the connec-

COnTrIBUTED By DEEP 
BlUE EnGInEErInG

See caRRIeR

continued on page 30



Broadband seismic has been a transforming technol-
ogy in geophysics. In broadband acquisition, a fuller

frequency spectrum is recorded, enabling both deeper
penetration and better resolution of shallower targets.
Importantly, it also reduces ghosting.

“Ghosts” appear in conventional marine seismic be-
cause the sensors are towed beneath the surface of the
water. e water surface acts as a mirror, and the acoustic
energy gets reflected by this mirror, muddying the result-
ing signal and producing “side lobes.” Side lobes are ar-
tifacts that are close to a geologic feature but have no
geologic significance. 

During a presentation on Tuesday afternoon, Sam-
pad Laha of TGS demonstrated a
methodology to do broadband process-
ing, even on conventional marine seismic
data. The jury is still out on this approach
because it requires the creation of a low-
frequency model not present in conven-
tional data. “One monumental advantage
for a processing-based broadband solu-
tion is that conventional legacy acquisi-
tion may produce broadband results,” he
said. Laha’s data examples indeed showed
startling improvements. 

e paper, “Examples of Broadband Pro-
cessing and its Effect on Amplitude vs. Off-
set (AVO) Products,” presented various
examples from different parts of the world
and showed some of the first examples of
using the process on AVO datasets.

Laha outlined some of the challenges in
conventional marine data, including source
and receiver ghosts and the effect of atten-
uation (Q). “Ghosts create shadows in the
recorded data and notches in the frequency
spectrum,” he said. “And Q increases with
increasing frequency.” is is corrected, he
explained, by applying an inverse Q filter.

The methodology also reduces phase
differences between deep-tow and shal-
low-tow streamers. And it brings out
more anomalies that might be of geolog-
ical significance. Finally, the contrast in

fluid factor attributes is preserved or slightly enhanced
in the broadband-processed data.

In one example from the Gulf of Mexico, the process-
ing technique resulted in better separation and conti-
nuity of events and also enhanced fault definition.
Ghost reflections, showing up as shadows in the con-
ventional dataset, were significantly reduced.

Another example from the Shetlands was a merged
dataset of deep-tow and shallow-tow data. In the original
dataset, the ghost positions and phases were different be-
cause the receiver depths were different. Removing the
ghosts through broadband processing resulted in the two
datasets being much less dissimilar. e resolution in the
broadband dataset was also noticeably better.

A third example from the Campos Basin was a 2-D line
processed with the broadband workflow. e spectrum

was analyzed in different regions and depths, and the au-
thors determined that in each region the spectrum broad-
ened aer the processing. 

The AVO examples were processed prestack. In one
example, two migrated gathers were shown. The only
difference between the two datasets was that the sec-
ond had been broadband-processed prior to migra-
tion. In this dataset the near and far offsets were much
more balanced.

Overall, the authors conclude that deghosting by
broadband processing increases both resolution and
bandwidth. e data are more continuous and detailed,
leading to a better interpreted product. is workflow
also helps make dissimilar datasets due to streamer tow
depth more comparable. Finally, AVO characteristics are
preserved and in some cases even enhanced. n

Processing Technique Improves Resolution  
n Even conventional marine seismic data can resemble the latest broadband datasets.

By rHOnDA DUEy
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Industry 
news
statoil Makes oil discovery

in goM

Statoil has made an oil discovery in its
Miocene Yeti prospect located in the Gulf
of Mexico (GoM). 

“The Yeti discovery expands the
proven subsalt Miocene play further
south and west of the Big Foot Field,” said
Jez Averty, Statoil’s senior vice president,
exploration for North America. “We are
analyzing data to determine the size of
the discovery in order to consider future
appraisal options.”

e Yeti discovery was made in Walker
Ridge Block 160, which is located about 15
km (9 miles) south of the Big Foot Field,
and 11 km (7 miles) from the Cascade



What will it take to drill in 4,572 m (15,000 ) of
water? at was the question Jose Gutierrez of

Transocean addressed Wednesday morning in the “Fron-
tier Deepwater” technical session at OTC. His presenta-
tion, “A Roadmap to Frontier Deepwater Drilling,”
outlined the advances that will be needed to reach this
goal. “Bigger stuff ” was not on the list.

“is is challenging work,” he said. “It’s not one more
component or new risers or bigger BOPs. It’s the use of
available systems engineering. We need to think in a dif-
ferent way.”

He showed a diagram of what this setup might look
like. From the floating, dynamically positioned platform

dropped a lengthy drilling riser. Seated on the ocean
floor was a tiny dot that represented a multistory BOP.
“ese have evolved over time,” he said. “BOPs today are
so big that we can barely handle them.” He added that
the design of the rig is affected by the need to transport
these enormous pieces of kit.

To reach the 4,572-m goal will require three main con-
siderations. e first is safety. “We cannot be less safe,”
he said. Operational safety needs to be implemented
throughout the system and must be quantifiable, he said.

Reliability is another aspect. Gutierrez said reliability
is a function of time and availability. “e economic
models change when you go into frontier drilling,” he
said. “It takes longer to pull a BOP.”

Systems should be designed for reliability, he said,
rather than being tested for reliability after they’ve

been designed. Redundancy is also a concern. While
prevailing industry logic is that anything installed at
that water depth is just another point of failure, he
showed a graph that indicated that if three redundant
systems all have a reliability percentage greater than
50%, overall reliability increases.

“If you add in a smart way to justify reliable designs,
you will reach higher levels of reliability,” he said,
adding that these are active redundant systems, not
backup systems. 

e final piece of the 4,572-m puzzle is human-cen-
tered design. Gutierrez said that the classic rig design has
a highly trained, hugely stressed individual in the dog-
house surrounded by screens “screaming for attention.”
New systems will have to consider the human factor dif-
ferently, using human-assisted controls rather than the

human-centric systems in use today.
“We need a system design that allows

humans to work in an easy and clever
way,” he said.

e science behind this is not engineer-
ing but rather psychology, he said, and
there are already systems on the market
that have been designed with these cogni-
tive principles in mind. He noted that
drilling engineers do not need to see the
same screens as subsea engineers.

“We need to consider the human,” he said.
In fact, the industry needs a new job

title—systems engineer, he said. is per-
son should be at the center of the operation
and think on a systems level, not a compo-
nents level, so that the whole system is
being measured.

Once these three issues have been ad-
dressed, the industry can then look at such
things as rig safety systems, station keeping
and operational capabilities to support op-
erations at 4,572 m.

When asked how soon the industry can
realistically drill to 4,000 m (13,123 ),
Gutierrez’s co-author Terry Lois replied,
“Nothing drives technology and innovation
like a good solid contract.” Seriously, he
predicts that it will be at least five years be-
fore these wells are feasible.  n

drilling deeper Requires new Mindset
n Drilling in 15,000  of water will take more than a bigger BOP.

By rHOnDA DUEy
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Industry 
news
(continued from page 11)

Field. All of the blocks making up Yeti
were accessed by the current owners in re-
cent years.  

Yeti was drilled with the Maersk Devel-
oper drilling rig, a sixth generation semi-
submersible. Statoil reported that its
drilling efficiency with Yeti was among
the best of any well drilled in Walker
Ridge, achieving a rate of about 123 m
(400 ft) per day.

e rig has moved on and is drilling Sta-
toil’s orvald prospect in the Mississippi
Canyon Block 814. 

Statoil is the operator (50%) of Yeti, and
its partners are Anadarko (37.5%) and
Samson (12.5%).



In the Cuu Long Basin offshore Vietnam,
there is world-class rock with remaining

potential of 3.7 Bbbl of oil. ere are 16
producing fields in the basin and 10 unde-
veloped discoveries. Tapping into the frac-
tured granite basement to produce that oil
has led to several innovative solutions. 

At the topical breakfast “Understanding
the Challenges of Vietnam Fractured Base-
ment Exploration, Drilling and Produc-
tion” at OTC on May 5, Nguyen Tien Long,
vice president of PetroVietnam E&P, listed
some challenges in the basin: no porosity
in the fresh granite basement; fracture net-
work and weathering create porosity; dis-
tribution of connected fracture network;
fracture orientation for well-path optimiza-
tion; and impact of extrusive rock to the
quality of the fractured basement reservoir. 

ere is a lot about the granite basement
that is difficult and challenging, said Pham
Tien Dung, president and CEO at Petro-
Vietnam Drilling and Services. For exam-
ple, drilling into the fractured granite
basement caused lost circulation, and a so-
lution had to be devised. 

“We overcame difficulties with new
techniques and solutions, including well
design and bit improvements,” he said.
“The key for success is to set the shoe on
top of the basement, run casing and ce-
ment it. Then we use an 8½-in. bit to drill
into the basement.”

To solve the lost circulation problem,
seawater was used as the drilling fluid in
the granite. Some fractures could be as
much as 0.5 m (1.64 ) so circulation does
not work. Total lost circulation in the gran-
ite could be as much as 2,000 bbl/hr. “e
beauty of basement drilling is that if you
have this problem, then you may have pro-
duction,” he added.

Improvements in Baker Hughes’ bit de-
signs and mud motors improved ROP in
the granite from 7 m/hr (23 /hr) in 1992
to 10 m/hr (33 /hr) today, he continued.

e operator doesn’t have to worry about
the well collapsing when running the com-
pletion into open hole in the granite. Swell
packers with sliding sleeves are used to iso-
late above the water zones without cutting
into production zones. 

“We’re drilling with an 8½-in. bit in the
granite section. e horizontal section is
about 2,700 m [8,858 ] at an 85-degree de-
viation,” Dung said. “A lot of marginalized
wells have become more predictable.” n

Fractured granite Basement 
challenges Vietnamese drillers
n From using sliding sleeves in the fractured granite basement, 
Vietnamese operators overcame challenges to producing in the 
Cuu Long Basin.

By SCOTT WEEDEn
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oTc asia 2016: call for 
Paper Proposals
The Program Committee invites you to submit a

paper proposal highlighting excellence in your recent

technical discoveries, innovative technology applica-

tions, case studies or emerging technologies in off-

shore E&P. visit OTC.Asia2016.org to learn more. 

The paper proposal submission deadline is May 22.



Boskalis Loads First ship-shaped FPso

onto dockwise Vanguard

Boskalis subsidiary Dockwise will load the first ship-
shaped FPSO onto the largest semi-submersible heavy

transport vessel of the world. Coming May 8, the Armada
Intrepid FPSO unit will be loaded onto the Dockwise Van-
guard in the Caland Canal, Port of Rotterdam in e
Netherlands. e loading operation is expected to last 3
to 4 hours, starting when the Armada Intrepid is brought
into position and ending when the Dockwise Vanguard
is deballasted and refloated. 

e Armada Intrepid FPSO unit weighs about 60,000
tonnes (42,000 tonnes plus ballast) making it one of the
heaviest cargos ever transported. With a length of 245 m
(804 ), the cargo will be the longest transported on the
Vanguard to date. Additional expertise from within the
Boskalis group is being deployed on this project, including
support from SMIT Towage Northwest Europe during the
arrival of the Vanguard and during the loading operation. 

“Transporting this ship-shaped FPSO on board of the
Dockwise Vanguard demonstrates there this is a better,
faster, more safe and efficient solution to transport FPSOs

from one side of the world to another, be it for refitting or
newbuilds,” said Hans Leerdam, category manager strate-
gic vessels at the offshore energy division of Boskalis. Be-

sides various E&P rigs, the Dockwise
Vanguard recently successfully delivered
Eni’s Goliat FPSO unit.

Dockwise Vanguard
e Dockwise Vanguard is a vessel capable
of transporting extremely large assets. As
the world’s largest semisubmersible heavy-
li carrier, it offers an unprecedented capa-
bility for transporting fully-integrated
offshore structures and units, including
FPSOs. e Dockwise Vanguard has a load
capacity in excess of 110,000 tonnes, ac-
commodated on an open-end, free deck
space of 275 m by 70 m (902  by 230 ).
e absence of a raised bow and conven-
tional forward superstructure means that
cargo overhang, either forward or a, is
possible. e vessel entered service in Feb-
ruary 2013.

Record depths Reported for

HUgIn aUV in Bali

Kongsberg Maritime has successfully com-
pleted the customer acceptance testing
(CAT) for the first delivery of its HUGIN
AUV with a new cNODE integrated subsea
positioning and communication system.
During the testing of the new package,
which took place during first-quarter 2015
in the deep waters outside the coast of Bali,
Indonesia, and the Indian Ocean, HUGIN
reached a record operational depth of 4,449
m (14,596 ).

Kongsberg Maritime’s HUGIN AUV,
which is rated to 4,500 m (14,764 ), has
until now been delivered with three sepa-
rate acoustic systems: a beacon transponder
for positioning, an acoustic data link (up-
link) and an acoustic command link. e
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The Armada Intrepid fPSO unit at the Keppel verolme

shipyard in rotterdam. 

The Dockwise vanguard is assisted by a SMIT tug at

the Caland Canal in the Port of rotterdam. (Photos

courtesy of Dockwise)

Kongsberg Maritime’s HUGIn AUv reached

a record operational depth of 4,449 m off-

shore Bali, Indonesia. (Photo courtesy of

Kongsberg Maritime)
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During OTC 2015, Schlumberger is featuring its new
CemPRIME engineered chemistry spacer, designed

to remove drilling fluids more effectively prior to ce-
menting. Contact with mud residue might prevent ce-
ment slurry from setting properly or adhering tightly to
casing and formation. e results of an inadequate ce-
ment job can include stimulation out of zone, loss of hy-
drocarbons into lower pressure permeable formations,
casing corrosion and blowouts.

To remove mud, a spacer is pumped between the
drilling fluid and cement slurry to clean the well surfaces
aer drilling and casing placement. ese spacers are
water-based fluids with a combination of additives such
as surfactants and/or solvents. 

In recent years, drilling fluid chemistries have evolved
rapidly to meet the needs of ever-more demanding wells
such as those in high-temperature environments. An in-
creasing variety of nonaqeuous fluids (NAFs) have been
incorporated to enhance well construction. However,
while these might boost drilling performance, they can
be more difficult to remove from the well. 

An additional challenge that can impact zonal isola-
tion is that a portion of the cement slurry is typically con-
taminated with between 5% and 10% spacer fluid. Many
spacer chemistries can affect properties such as cement
thickening time, rheology and compressive strength.
erefore, it is vital that spacers not only remove the
maximum amount of drilling fluid but also have a min-
imal negative impact on cement properties.  

e compositions of drilling muds, especially NAFs,
vary widely, so spacers are usually designed and tested
for their effectiveness on a case-by-case basis. American
Petroleum Institute, International Organization for Stan-
dardization and other industry recommended practices
exist for evaluating the suitability of spacers; however,
several of these suffer from lack of reproducibility. Fur-
thermore, some apply only for well conditions below 85
C (185 F), while many cement jobs are being performed
with bottomhole temperatures up to 150 C (302 F).

Schlumberger has used improved laboratory proce-
dures and equipment to improve the reliability and re-
peatability of spacer evaluation, including testing under
pressure and at temperatures above 85 C. Using these im-
proved experimental methods, the company performed

in excess of 3,000 different tests on more than 200
blends of surfactants and solvents. A statistical experi-
mental design process known as response surface
methodology was applied to the test results to select op-

timum spacer chemistry as
a function of base oil,
salinity and temperature
conditions in a well. 

e advanced laboratory
testing and analysis pro-
vided the foundation for
development of the Cem-
PRIME engineered chem-
istry spacer. is is a
customized package de-
signed and blended based
on specific well conditions
and considering tempera-
ture, NAF base oil type and
salt concentration in the
spacer. e CemPRIME
spacer is compatible with
cement slurries and NAFs
and does not deteriorate ce-
ment thickening time or
compressive strength devel-
opment. The spacer sur-
factants and solvents act 
as effective cleaners and
demulsifiers in a wide range
of temperatures, base oils
and spacer salinity. Results
are repeatable and robust
due to the improved labo-
ratory protocols and appa-
ratus used to measure
spacer performance.

Mubadala Petroleum
implemented the Cem-
PRIME spacer to improve
mud removal efficiency in
development wells in its
Jasmine Field in the Gulf of
ailand. More than 100
wells have been drilled in
the field with oil produc-
tion coming from sand-

stone reservoirs with bottomhole temperatures up to 105
C (221 F). In recent years, evaluation of the quality of ce-
ment jobs in production sections has indicated poor
zonal isolation, with spacer effectiveness considered as a

potential cause. In certain cases, NAF
residue is suspected to have affected spacer
placement and set properties. 

e operator sought to assess and im-
prove its spacer performance. Drilling fluid
samples were sent to a regional laboratory
to determine the optimum spacer formula-
tion. Tests using the new solution delivered
a twofold increase in cleaning efficiency
compared with the spacer used previously.
When cement was contaminated with 10%
spacer, the previous formulation modified
its compressive strength by 40% over a 24-
hour period while the engineered spacer
had essentially no effect. 

Based on these and other comparisons,
Mubadala tested the new spacer while ce-
menting a producing section of its Jasmine
D-28 well. Zonal isolation was confirmed
by cement bond logging and ultrasonic im-
aging, and top-of-cement was located as
planned. Use of the engineered spacer had
zero effect on job execution. As a result of
this successful field trial, Mubadala
adopted the new formulation for additional
cement jobs in the Jasmine Field.

To learn more about Schlumberger 
mud removal and spacer fluids, go to
slb.com/CemPRIME or visit Schlumberger
at booth 4541.   n

engineered spacers for Improved Zonal Isolation
n Customized chemistry enhances drilling fluid removal prior to cementing.

COnTrIBUTED By SCHlUMBErGEr

The CemPrIME engineered chemistry spacer is customized based on specific wellbore

conditions and other pertinent selection criteria. (Image courtesy of Schlumberger)



The results from the recent Lloyd’s Register Energy
Technology Radar survey state that

44% of respondents saw improving opera-
tional efficiency as a key area of invest-
ment. is is no surprise as operators
switch from an exploration model to an ex-
ploitation focus as production costs con-
tinue to rise. 

While the design life of an installation is
known, establishing its current condition
is not that easy. With many installations
having several owners and possibly several
engineering and maintenance contractors,
establishing a refurbishment plan is not al-
ways a simple process. 

Pushing an asset beyond its design life is
not an easy task, and treating fatigue doesn’t
necessarily push the clock back—it only de-
lays it. One such way of reducing the impact
of decommissioning is for the costs for this
activity to be built into the design stage of
the asset to offset their impact later in life.

Technological developments open the
door to new possibilities in both design
and maintenance strategies as methods
such as computational fluid dynamics, 3-D
modeling, smart coatings and data storage
enable operators to make more informed

decisions on risk and fatigue. e ability to understand
what causes fatigue and where the damage lies enables
these risks to be acknowledged in the planning processes.
It also brings an in-depth understanding as to the current

condition of components and enables development of an
informed maintenance strategy. 

Find out more about Technology Radar and the Global
Executive Briefing network at booth 5171. n

aging assets
n Pushing an asset beyond its design life is not easy, and treating fatigue doesn’t necessarily push the clock
back—it only delays it.

COnTrIBUTED By llOyD’S rEGISTEr EnErGy
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need a taxi?

Taxi service between George

Bush Intercontinental Airport

(IAH) and nrG Park is about

$60. Service between William P.

Hobby Airport (HOU) and nrG

Park is about $40. Cab sharing

is permitted with a maximum of

four passengers per cab. 

visit the Houston visitors site

(visithoustontexas.com) for a

list of taxi companies and fare

estimates. 

This year, Uber is offering a

special promotion for OTC at-

tendees who are new users: a

free first ride (up to $20 off).

Enter promo code: OTC2015.

The code expires on May 28,

2015. Uber also will have a ded-

icated pickup and drop-off area

(the Teal lot) at nrG Park so

that attendees can conveniently

travel to and from OTC events.



Over the next five years, Douglas-Westwood (DW)
expects $122 billion to be spent on global subsea

vessel operations, which is an increase of 64% com-
pared to the previous five-year period. This growth will
be driven not only by volumes of work but also by the
growing usage of higher-end vessels able to cope with
increasingly harsh operating conditions and evolving
operator requirements with regard to safety and oper-
ational efficiency. 

Field development activities, including SURF instal-
lation and light/medium construction, will account for
40% of forecast expenditure. Given the prevalence of
high-value assets such as reel-lay, flex-lay and larger
multipurpose support vessels (MSVs), this segment is
the most cost-intensive in the subsea vessel industry,
accounting for just 35% of anticipated vessel days over
the next five years. The field development market will
enjoy the fastest growth profile, driven primarily by
continued presalt developments in Brazil, revitalized
activity in the Gulf of Guinea and the emergence of East
Africa, with these regions accounting for 48% of pro-

jected global spend. Longer term, presalt potential in
the Gulf of Mexico, signaled by PEMEX’s recent Vasto
prospect, could see the region become a major buyer of

subsea vessel services.
The installation, repair and mainte-

nance (IRM) of existing infrastructure
will account for 42% of total vessel oper-
ational day requirements, the largest of all
market segments. However, a tendency to
use smaller vessels and long-term con-
tracting leads to only 39% of projected
spend. Unlike field development, the 
IRM market is less associated with deep-
water/subsea and is driven by conven-
tional, shallow-water infrastructure. Asia
and North America will dominate global
IRM requirements, accounting for 46% of
projected expenditure. The former is be-
coming an increasingly attractive market
to international contractors as local oper-
ators turn to more modern diving support
vessel (DSV)/MSV assets to improve op-
erational efficiency.

Construction of export pipelines and
international trunk lines, including sup-
porting DSV and MSV activity, will ac-
count for 19% of projected spend over the
period. Total volumes of activity are ex-
pected to be sustained at around current
levels with the Middle East and Asia re-
taining a combined 66% share of the mar-
ket. Geopolitical uncertainty in Europe is
currently threatening the viability of high-
profile trunk lines such as Gazprom’s
South Stream project, which could impact
anticipated demand for both dedicated
pipe layers and support vessels.

Subsea well intervention is the smallest
market segment covered in DW’s defini-
tion of subsea vessel services, accounting
for just 5% of forecast spend. Aimed at
providing a cost-competitive means of
improving productivity from aging sub-
sea wells, this had previously been seen
as a game changer for the subsea market.
A hesitance to adopt new technology by
operators, however, has seen subsea well
intervention fall out of focus in recent
years, a fact compounded by Total’s re-
cent cancellation of a contract with Aker
Oilfield Services in June 2014. Therefore,
DW expects limited growth in this 
segment with activity continuing to be
focused in the North Sea where a combi-
nation of aging well stocks, falling well
productivity and relatively shallow waters
provides the biggest incentive to the local
E&P community. 

Global expenditure for subsea vessel op-
erations will undoubtedly grow over the

subsea Vessel demand 
to accelerate
n Global expenditure for subsea vessel operations will undoubtedly 
grow over the next five years.

COnTrIBUTED By DOUGlAS-WESTWOOD
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(Source: Douglas-Westwood, World Subsea vessel 

Operations forecast 2015-2019)

global subsea Vessel operations 
expenditure from 2010 to 2019

See MUd

continued on page 31
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Water onset detection and tracking are critical to op-
timal flow assurance, production allocation and

reservoir management.
Operators can use the RedEye water-cut meters to

measure the full range of water cut―from 0% to 100%―
on individual multiphase wellstreams. is technology is
applied worldwide with more than 3,000 units deployed. 

However, subsea operators face two choices: Use bulky
topside separators with dedicated test lines or use subsea
multiphase flowmeters that are costly, struggle with
water-cut measurements and oen require additional
subsea sampling. 

Marinization efforts
A major subsea operator in the Gulf of
Mexico needed better water-onset meas-
urement and water tracking to properly
manage its reservoir and to allocate rev-
enues in its mixed-ownership fields. 

Working closely with the operator, a
Weatherford research team set a goal to
transform the topside RedEye water-cut
meter into a cost-efficient, reliable and ac-
curate subsea meter. e marinization effort
began in 2009 and ended with a qualifica-
tion program from 2012 until 2014.

e water-cut meter was extensively
tested in its final production configuration
at the Colorado Experiment Engineering
Station Inc. multiphase flow loop and the
Prolab multiphase flow loop. e meter
underwent measurement performance
evaluation in a blind test format under a
wide range of flow conditions. 

e operator remained closely engaged
throughout the specification, development
and qualification phases. e meter has been
specified for a key project and is earmarked
for inclusion for other global projects.

Near-infrared measurements
e Weatherford RedEye subsea water-cut
meter is a probe-style sensor that can be in-

stalled anywhere in a subsea production system. It pro-
vides water-onset detection, water-cut measurement and
water-to-hydrate interior-ratio measurement. e meter
can operate in full three-phase flowstreams at any gas-
volume fraction.

The meter distinguishes water, methanol and liquid
hydrocarbons in multiphase, high-pressure flowlines
through the transmission of a near-infrared light into
a commingled production stream. Based on molecular
vibrations, the meter then measures wavelength de-
pendent absorption.  

Water has a strong and unique near-infrared absorp-
tion band of 1,950 nanometers. is characteristic pro-
vides excellent sensitivity even at very low water levels.
Oil, on the other hand, has a typical absorption band of
about 1,730 nanometers. By measuring the actual mix-

ture absorption spectra, the RedEye meter calculates the
relative percentages of oil and water in the production
stream. Process contaminants such as sand don’t affect
the measurement because the near-infrared light is scat-
tered equally at all the wavelengths and is therefore ig-
nored by the calculation.

First-to-market technologies
e RedEye subsea water-cut meter features a number of
first-to-market technologies. is is the first standalone
subsea meter capable of measuring water cut in a multi-
phase line. Previous sensors of this type required a full
multiphase meter. is also is the first subsea meter ca-
pable of detecting early water onset in gas wells at the

Water-cut Technology extended to the seafloor 
n Full-range multiphase subsea meter can operate in full three-phase flowstreams at any gas-volume fraction.

COnTrIBUTED By WEATHErfOrD

See MeTeR continued on page 31

The redEye subsea water-cut meter

provides water-onset detection, water-

cut measurement and water-to-hydrate

interior-ratio measurement. The meter

can operate in full three-phase flow-

streams at any gas-volume fraction.

(Image courtesy of Weatherford)
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solutions Reduce costs, optimize Production 
n Integrated products and services help meet the challenges of North American market.

To avoid coiled tubing interventions, Expro has de-
veloped a pressure-activated toe sliding sleeve for

use in HP/HT wells. is technology was specifically
invented for the horizontal wellbore where the staging
of operations is key in minimizing standby times;
hence maximizing efficiencies. e Expro toe sleeve al-
lows wells to be batch drilled and completed prior to
fracturing operations. 

In one recent North American project, the technol-
ogy was successfully applied in extreme wellbore con-
ditions. Engineering simulations indicated that Expro’s
toe sliding sleeve would hold up to 90 days at a down-
hole temperature of 160 C (320 F), operating at about
19,000 psi absolute pressure. e toe sleeve was suc-
cessfully opened within the expected applied pressure
range, 40 days aer being deployed and cemented in
the well. 

With more than 700 applications over the past two
years, this solution delivers key savings for operators and

improves safety by reducing or eliminating wireline in-
tervention services and personnel required on location.

Another costly nonproduction time event was
avoided in the Gulf of Mexico through the use of
Expro’s 360-degree ViewMax well intervention cam-
era. After the operator experienced a work string
failure while milling cement, the camera was used to
confirm the integrity and sealing surfaces of the well-
head and tubing spool. On inspection of the results
from ViewMax, the operator decided not to pull the
tubing spool to retrieve the debris, saving $10 mil-
lion-plus and valuable rig time during the well com-
pletion. The camera also has been successfully
applied in deepwater riser and BOP inspection, in
one instance saving $1.5 million through the avoid-
ance of future well interventions. 

Expro’s Sonar meters offer companies the opportu-
nity to measure production rates on a well-by-well
basis. Able to clamp on and nonintrusive, they can be
installed quickly and without production shutdown.
is offers cost-effective individual well surveillance,
an important aspect when managing existing well

stock, maximizing existing production and targeting
wells for intervention in a timely manner. 

With more than 2,000 individual well tests per-
formed using this technology, across a diverse range
of well and reservoir types, Sonar meters can be used
in a range of applications. This includes routine well
testing on naturally flowing wells, performing opti-
mization of electrical submersible pumped wells or
supporting gas-lift optimization.

In addition to routine production testing and alloca-
tion, the Sonar meter is gaining industry acceptance in
supporting well intervention operations, validating pre-
and post-intervention production rates, and allowing for
wellsite real-time analysis during the intervention. Expro
provides this in combination with its well intervention
services, including gas well deliquification, reperforating,
zonal isolation, surface calibration for production logging
and coiled tubing nitrogen-li operations.

Expro will be exhibiting at OTC at booth 3933. In com-
bination with a full schedule of technical presentations,
Expro will feature a range of integrated products and serv-
ices. For more information, visit exprogroup.com/OTC. n

Two perforating innovations from DynaEnergetics are
being implemented offshore and onshore to reduce

the risk of a surface detonation and to save rig time. One
technology can enhance the efficiency and safety of se-
lective perforating operations, and the second tool can
provide a safer and more cost-effective method of perfo-
rating for remedial cement squeeze jobs and plugging
and abandoning wells.

Selective perforating operations have been used for
years to save rig time. Multiple perforating guns and an
optional bridge plug and setting tool can be run into a
well and individually fired. Hours to days of rig time are
eliminated because the operation can be completed in
one trip into the well. As a new development in relation
to this technology, the DynaSelect system can guarantee
higher levels of perforating reliability and safety. Unlike
traditional switches and methods that meet minimum
industry safety standards, a gun string protected by the
system can only be fired by a series of coded signals from
a unique firing panel. A gun so protected cannot be set
off by an indirect lightning strike on the rig or the log-
ging cable, by an electrical continuity line tester or by any
other supplier’s radio, cellphone, electrical hardware or
rig equipment. 

Accidental electrical leak-tests of the system on a wire-
line cable with the guns attached did not cause a surface
detonation, potentially saving lives. When these surface
tests of a wireline cable are accidentally performed on
guns with conventional switches and detonators, the
electrical current from the tester can set off the perforat-
ing charges with severe collateral damage and injuries.

Another difference between this new technology and
traditional selective fire equipment in use the system’s
ability to easily verify gun initiator functionality to re-
duce the chances of a misrun. Because guns can be safely
and quickly tested on surface, when run in hole and be-
tween shots, the chances of a wiring or manufacturer’s
defect that leads to costly lost time are reduced. Hun-
dreds of thousands of runs prove that the chances of a
gun or bridge plug misfire are reduced. erefore, mil-

lions of dollars in operating costs have been saved be-
cause lost time due to misruns or fishing of bridge plugs
set in the wrong location has been eliminated. Field re-
sults demonstrate fewer misruns and zero accidents or
incidents with this technology.

e second perforating tool can make remedial cement
squeeze jobs and the temporary or permanent abandon-
ment of wells safer and less costly. In hundreds of offshore
wells and thousands of land wells a year, time-consuming
and expensive methods such as section milling oen are
used to prepare the casing for plugging and abandoning a
well with cement. Milling the casing allows cement to
reach the annulus and to form a seal with the formation.
Multiple milling runs might be required, the well might
need to be cleaned to remove debris and the section might
be underreamed to ensure good cement bonding to the
formation. ese operations can vary from between three
and five days to 60 days, and the debris from milling can
damage BOPs and cause accidents at surface.

e DynaSlot gun system was developed to avoid the
rig time and risks involved in milling, pulling the casing
and tripping. is gun perforates a series of horizontal
rectangular slots in a helical pattern in the casing with
overlap between slots to provide 360-degree access to the
area behind tubing or casing. e slots penetrate into the
formation, covering voids between casing and cement as
well as between cement and formation. e slotted-gun
charge can provide improved cement squeeze operations
than conventional big-hole squeeze guns. Oil and gas
companies that have adopted this gun system can reduce
workover and plug-and-abandonment costs, because sin-
gle-trip perforating is less time-consuming than section
milling and slot cutting using abrasive technologies. e
gun system also can save operators time by eliminating
the need to reperforate a second or third time because
the first attempt did not do the job.

Conventional perforating guns with standard big-hole
charges might not intersect microannuli and all channels
behind pipe. e new gun system is designed to intersect
more channels than a conventional gun because the rec-
tangular slots overlap. e gun system’s design can pro-
vide sufficient surface area for the perforation slot
without sacrificing burr height protrusion, system per-

formance or mechanical integrity. Gun phasing can be
adjusted to ensure slot overlap, and for concentric
strings, rectangular slots can be created in the liner or
inner casing without damaging the outer casing. Results
demonstrate that plug-and-abandon operations using
the system can achieve reliable results with less chance
that multiple perforating trips or expensive milling op-
erations will be required.

For more information, visit DynaEnergetics at
booth 4835. n

Perforating Innovations enhance safety and 
Reduce operating costs
n New technologies demonstrate fewer misruns and zero accidents, reduce workover costs and save rig time. 

COnTrIBUTED By DynAEnErGETICS

COnTrIBUTED By ExPrO

The rectangular-shaped charges of the DynaSlot perfo-

rating system allow remedial cement squeeze jobs and

plug-and-abandon well operations to be completed with

significantly less risk and rig time. (Image courtesy of

DynaEnergetics)



Moving from concept to reality is a universal engineering
challenge. One of the ways to simplify the transition

from engineering design to construction is model-based de-
sign, an approach that allows engineers to explore a variety
of alternatives and options for equipment and systems before
making a capital commitment. 

Several years ago, ABS embarked on the
development of simulation capabilities as
part of its technology development pro-
gram. e resulting modeling and simula-
tion proficiencies provide insight into
equipment/system design and operation,
including subsea power systems.

Research efforts to date have yielded
models of step-outs coupled with tiebacks
as well as models of offshore and marine
power systems operating in a variety of ad-
vanced configurations such as closed ring
and with connected energy storage.  

Subsea power systems
Pumping stations and compression sta-
tions are located along the length of a
tieback to achieve the desired flow for pip-
ing system capabilities. Linear step-outs
supplied from shore are tapped into the
tieback at multiple points along its length
to deliver electrical energy for the pumping
and compression stations at the required
rate and with the appropriate quality.  

Subsea modeling gives engineers a way
to evaluate the interaction of the electrical
power systems with the tieback and the
pumping/compression stations. is ap-
proach allows them to study power quality
phenomena during normal operation sce-
narios such as startup, acceleration, pro-
duction and shutdown as well as during
transient events.

In normal operation, the voltage at each tap
point is dependent on the total system load as
well as the loading of individual pumping sta-
tions, which can be modulated to meet oper-
ational requirements. e transfer of
pumping/compression load from one station
to another not only can impact the total sys-
tem load but also can result in the potential
excursion of power quality outside of accept-
able values. e effects of these excursions can
be mitigated using equipment capable of op-
erating in a more diverse power quality envi-
ronment or by using line compensation
equipment to actively stabilize power quality.

When there is a fault in a pump/com-
pressor station, a “trip” or reduction in ca-
pacity can occur. e effects of trips can
propagate in both directions along the
tieback and step-out, introducing poten-
tially severe shock waves in the tieback and
power quality excursions in the step-out.

Simulation and model-based design
allow designers and engineers to design out
faults identified prior to construction.

Advanced power systems
Offshore power system requirements are

challenging the functional limits of traditional equip-
ment and systems. The need to reduce emissions and
improve operational efficiency is pushing the industry
toward power systems that operate in closed bus
and/or closed ring configurations. This, in turn, is
opening the door for reintroducing direct current
power distribution systems and developing energy
storage systems.

e velocity and magnitude of change to equipment
and systems as well as empirical experience have raised
concerns about the reliability of power systems that in-
corporate these new technologies and the adequacy of
the analysis techniques used to predict equipment and
system performance.

Model-based design 
approach Facilitates 
decision-making
n Simulations are helping engineers identify potential
problems and gain valuable insight into equipment
and system operation.

By MIlTOn KOrn, ABS
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voltage and current profile along a step-out are shown. (Image courtesy of ABS)

See desIgn continued on page 31
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In 1961, President Kennedy announced to Congress
that America would land a man on the moon and re-

turn him to Earth before the end of the decade. Eight
years later, Neil Armstrong stepped out of the Apollo
Lunar Module and made his famous giant leap for
mankind. e average R&D cycle in space exploration
might have slowed since then, but it’s still about three to
four years. In contrast, typical R&D cycles in oil and gas
are between 15 and 17 years. 

However, as successful executives and recent business
school graduates know, smart companies are born in a
crisis. e industry’s well-documented caution in the
face of new technologies dilutes when oil prices fall and
the rate of innovation accelerates. 

During the late 1990s—the last prolonged period of
significantly lower prices—there were plenty of efforts to
maximize oil production by extending recovery taxes
and prolonging field life. e global technology facilita-
tors were all born during this period. 

So it is not surprising that the five major trends high-
lighted in the recent DNV GL report, “A Balancing Act:
e Outlook for the Oil and Gas Industry in 2015,” in-
clude the need for innovative approaches to control cost.
However, the report also highlighted that investment will
be tight for the remainder of the year. Navigating a path
between these two seemingly opposing forces will dictate
how and where innovation will emerge. 

First, it will again be about extending the potential of
existing assets rather than investing in new capital proj-
ects. Capex budgets are expected to be cut by 25% to
30%, and there are reports of some companies taking the
more radical step of eliminating their drilling budget

until prices rebound. Field maturity also will be a factor.
As the Canadian Energy Research Institute points out,
new oil sands projects require a WTI price of at least
$85/bbl, which suggests that developing extraction tech-
nologies that focus on currently unrecoverable resources
are going to be a very low priority.

Instead, the focus for innovation will be tailored to-
ward existing production—extending field and equip-
ment life. It will be about replacing the old and inefficient
with more productive alternatives.

We are therefore likely to see innovations such as
smaller, lighter and more efficient systems for separat-
ing oil, water and gas, which might include in-line sep-
aration of bulk oil and water. When it comes to process
optimization, we will likely see new solutions that im-
prove efficiencies by removing known bottlenecks or
that offer savings related to oilfield chemicals and
other consumables. 

As the focus shis from bigger capital projects to more
immediate challenges with a shorter payback period, the
industry will have more work and more challenges. ere
will also likely be an opportunity to test new equipment
in a shorter-than-usual time frame, particularly when
there are immediate benefits on offer. However, the cau-
tious approach still prevails when it comes to technolo-
gies whose payback falls outside the 12-month window.
Solutions designed to deliver in two years or even 18
months will still struggle to reach the top of the agenda. 

Although the majority of innovation will be found in
engineering and equipment, there are also efficiencies to
be gained from information technology, particularly
when it comes to analyzing the volume of data contained
within oil and gas producing environments. Automated
systems that run for longer periods of time also can re-
duce opex costs.

All of these raise the question of how innovation by
necessity is affecting the industry’s ecosystem. One of the
first moves from operators is to ask service companies to
cut costs. As a result, the need to innovate cascades down
the supply chain. Even companies who wouldn’t nor-
mally invest in R&D are developing creative solutions to
sustain their business and their margins.

This focus on innovation doesn’t necessarily encour-
age new market entrants as might be expected. It is
nearly impossible for a small company to enter the oil
and gas sector with a new technology on its own. The
costs, HSE demands and tests can be prohibitive, but
there is still plenty of venture capital activity. The evi-
dence suggests that investors are most interested in so-
lutions that can enhance and improve processes,
particularly business models that transform traditional
capex into opex. 

e year 2015 is clearly a year of change. Will the oil
and gas industry ever be as innovative as NASA in the
1960s? No, and nor should it. Will it be more innovative
in 2015 than 2005? Absolutely, and it will come out
healthier as a result.  n

The age of Innovation 
n Against a backdrop of reduced oil prices and high costs, a spur to 
innovation is created by a low-price environment.

By nEIl POxOn, PrOSEP

Osorb Media is a regenerable, organically modified silica

adsorbent used for the treatment of oilfield water and

gas streams. (Photo courtesy of ProSep)

Powder-based solutions offer 
advanced customization
n HIP manifolds provide operators with a safe, maintenance-free product that will last the lifetime of the well.

In this market, it pays to be a forward-thinking oil and
gas company. With smaller budgets and less demand,

companies are constantly working to overcome offshore
infrastructure challenges that arise in HP/HT fields.
Equipment packages must withstand increasing corro-
sion, hydrogen-induced stress cracking (HISC) and
other challenges, maintaining reliability for many years.

Meeting these ever-changing demands calls for pow-
der-based hot isostatic-pressed (HIP) products to fit
customized needs, allowing companies to have greater
design freedom when engineering the safe, corrosion-
resistant, high-performing subsea alloy products that
are needed in these extreme environments. 

Sandvik Materials Technology (SMT) offers product
reliability through the isotropic properties of powder-
based HIP products, which are based on powder-based
metallurgy and heat treatment. 

e HIP process densifies powders in a hot isostatic
press at high pressure and at temperatures from 900 C
to 1,250 C (1,652 F to 2,282 F), converting the powder
into a fully dense product with the strength specially
suited for offshore applications.  

Powder-based HIP products allow SMT to create so-
lutions that cut down the need for welding and machin-
ing, “which means more budget to go around,” said Mats
Petersson, product manager of oil and gas for SMT.

e process eliminates inclusions, cracks and porosity,
and the uniform rapid cool rate and high-grade powder
allow for outstanding isotropic properties. ese custom
solutions allow control of the process from start to finish,
creating a product that is uniquely designed to fit the
specifications of each individual project. As the offshore
industry changes, this demand for customization to each
specific field is of the highest importance.

e unique properties of SMT HIP products make
them especially suitable for offshore applications like
manifolds, hubs and venturis. Additionally, the sizes of

HIP products can range widely from 100 grams to 15
tons in weight to fit the specifications of any project. 

One large oil and gas company found that using deepsea
manifolds produced by SMT’s HIP technology increased
manifold reliability and service life. In that case, manifold
failure was not an option, as it could lead to well shutdown
for product replacement, incurring lost production and
high replacement cost. Traditional manufacturing of com-
plex shaped manifolds requires over-dimensioned mate-
rial thickness, complicated machining and a large number
of welds, which must all pass a high-integrity inspection. 

When the operator turned to SMT to provide an al-
ternate solution, powder technology addressed many
of the problems involved with traditional manifold
manufacturing. e technology enabled:  

• Increased design flexibility;
• Manufactured complex products with up to 85%

reduced required welds;
• Manufacturing with less required machining; and 
• No compromises to be made on high mechanical

strength, equal in all directions.
Manifolds manufactured in duplex stainless steel are

in high demand for oil and gas production because of
their high yield strength and excellent corrosion resist-
ance. Traditionally, manufactured duplex products can,
however, be subject to HISC, a problem that can cause
critical failures in some subsea installations. HIP re-

COnTrIBUTED By SAnDvIK MATErIAlS TECHnOlOGy 

Within the offshore area, manifolds produced by pow-

der metallurgically based HIP offer increased service

life and reduced risk of costly failures. (Image cour-

tesy of Sandvik Materials Technology)

See HIP continued on page 31



One of the most significant challenges in drilling op-
erations is the handling and disposal of oil-conta-

minated drill cuttings, where the effective removal of
hydrocarbons from drilling waste is a key factor in both
drilling and environmental performance.

Shale shaker technologies have been the primary
method of achieving this where, through vibrating G-
forces, solids are filtered out for overboard discharge or
for treatment on the rig or onshore.

Yet, while shale shakers screen out and
monitor such cuttings for composition,
size, shape, texture and hydrocarbon con-
tent, they are oen less effective in remov-
ing the hydrocarbons. 

e result is a reduced amount of solids
being removed and an increase in the
solids content in the drilling fluid, as well
as a decline in drilling fluid efficiency with
a negative impact on ROP and equivalent
circulating density (ECD).

From an environmental perspective,
high volumes of mud are oen lost with an
increase in both drilling waste and expen-
sive treatment processes.

Finally, many solids control technolo-
gies, such as shale shakers, can lead to a
poor working environment with personnel
exposed to high noise levels and vibrations
as well as oil and other vapor emissions.

Cubility will be at OTC demonstrating
an alternative to shale shakers that ad-
dresses both drilling efficiencies and envi-
ronmental performance.

e MudCube from Cubility is a vac-
uum-based filtration system that removes
solids from the drilling fluid, reduces waste
and maximizes the reuse of drilling muds.

Rather than a noisy vibration-based
shale shaker reliant upon high G-forces to
separate mud and the drilled solids, the
MudCube allows drilling fluids to be vac-
uumed through a rotating filter belt and
high airflow to separate the cuttings from
the fluid more effectively. 

In this way, the cleaned drilling fluids
are returned to the active mud system,
and the drilled solids, carried forward
on the filter belt, are discharged either
directly overboard (if they meet environ-
mental discharge regulations) or to a
cuttings-handling system. 

ere are a number of immediate bene-
fits of the MudCube from operational, cost
savings and environmental standpoints.

First, the improved separation capabili-
ties of the MudCube lead to better quality
mud, fewer chemicals required to maintain
its properties and more mud recycled back
to the mud tanks to be reused for drilling.  

e stable mud properties with low ECD
and solids content can result in improved
drilling efficiencies on the rig and a de-
crease in nonproductive time.   

Effective solids control delivered through
the MudCube also leads to higher ROP, im-
proved wellbore stability and a reduction in
costly maintenance requirements. Much of
the operation of the MudCube takes place
remotely, leading to further efficiencies and
cost savings.

From an environmental perspective, there is reduced
and cleaner waste to dispose of.  Due to less drilling fluid
being lost, the MudCube generates substantially drier
cuttings with lower oil content and cheaper disposal. In
the Gulf of Mexico, for example, the regulatory limit for
oil on cuttings to allow for the disposal of cuttings di-
rectly to the sea is 6.9% , something that the MudCube
can deliver on.

Finally, the use of vacuum and airflow as opposed to
high G-forces can lead to an improved HSE environment
with less noise and vibrations and limited exposure to oil
vapor and mist.

e MudCube has been adopted on a number of off-
shore rigs in in the North Sea, Middle East, Far East, and
North and South America. 

In one such installation on the Maersk Giant jackup
rig, based in the North Sea, three MudCubes replaced
four traditional shale shakers. is led to improved work-
ing conditions, including drilling efficiencies with less
drilling fluid being lost and more returned to the mud
tanks for reuse and cuttings with low mud content for
easier and cheaper disposal. 

To find out more information, visit Cubility during
OTC at booth 5053. n

Improving efficiencies and environmental 
Performance in drilling operations 
n Vacuum-based filtration system removes solids from the drilling fluid, reduces waste and maximizes the 
reuse of drilling muds.

COnTrIBUTED By CUBIlITy AS
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Wells with long horizontal laterals are sometimes
susceptible to early water or gas breakthrough.

Premature breakthrough can quickly transform a healthy
well into a water or gas producer, leaving hydrocarbons
unrecovered in the reservoir. 

Several types of systems have been developed over the
years to combat early water and gas breakthrough, but
each has its limitations. Passive inflow-control devices
(ICDs) cannot be adjusted aer the well goes on produc-
tion, rendering a once-optimized ICD completion less
effective when fluid properties and reservoir conditions
change. Hydraulic intelligent well systems offer adaptable
production control, but they require multiple lines per
sleeve, limiting the number of zones an operator can con-
trol in a single production string. Mechanical sliding
sleeves also can help with early breakthrough, but they
require intervention to shut off a water-producing inter-
val and have no choking capabilities.

Baker Hughes’ MultiNode all-electric intelligent
well system enables operators to monitor and re-
motely control an extended number of production
zones in both cased-hole and openhole completions.
If water or gas breakthrough is detected in one part
of the lateral, the active flow-control device (AFCD)
in that zone can be choked back or closed completely
to lock out water and gas. Up to 27 AFCDs can be run
in a wellbore and controlled from the surface with a
single tubing-encased conductor cable. Each AFCD
includes six customizable choke settings, including
the open and closed positions, and can be adjusted on
a command from the surface. The surface controls
also can be accessed using a SCADA interface to re-
motely monitor and control production zones from
virtually anywhere.

An operator in the Middle East drilled a long horizon-
tal multilateral well in a field where water breakthrough
is common. To mitigate the risk of early breakthrough
and the resulting lost production, the operator turned to
Baker Hughes to install its all-electric intelligent well sys-
tem. is well marked one of the most sophisticated and
most advanced intelligent well system installations to
date. is was due in part to a completion design that in-
corporated three laterals in an isolated cased hole as well
as a horizontal openhole section. 

e system provides the operator with the ability to re-
motely control the inflow in eight individual zones with
10 pressure and temperature sensors deployed across the
wellbore to monitor production performance. Each of
the three upper zones in the cased-hole section uses an
AFCD valve to control the total output from each lateral,
while the horizontal openhole section is segmented into
five additional zones with AFCD valves deployed to op-
timize production from the lateral and to control water
breakthrough. e AFCD valves can be incrementally
closed from the surface without well intervention to re-
strict flow from high-water-cut zones, increasing recov-
ery from hydrocarbon-rich zones and enabling more
consistent production as the well matures. 

A specially designed surface control unit (SCU) that
could withstand the harsh, high-temperature outdoor
environment encountered in the field was deployed and
saved the operator costs by removing the need to build a
dedicated control room in this remote desert location.
Accessing well monitoring data and control through
SCU’s SCADA interface will allow the operator to re-
motely monitor and control the system, minimizing the
need for personnel at the well site.

roughout this project, Baker Hughes worked seam-
lessly with the operator’s team of engineers. ey incor-
porated the strengths of local personnel and mobilized
global experts from the intelligent production system’s

engineering team, product line management and busi-
ness development team. e experienced and knowl-
edgeable crew delivered the intelligent well system to
increase production efficiency, reduce workover costs
and enhance recovery over the life of the well.  

e MultiNode all-electric well system is a 2015 Spot-
light on Technology Award winner. Visit Baker Hughes
at booth 3731 to learn more about the new electronic
well system, or visit bakerhughes.com/multinode. n

all-electric Well system Provides Real-time
downhole Monitoring  
n System enables operators to monitor and remotely control an extended number of production zones.

COnTrIBUTED By BAKEr HUGHES

Baker Hughes installed its all-electric intelligent well

system for an operator in the Middle East. (Photo

courtesy of Baker Hughes)

Time to Focus on efficiently Improving 
cash-flow assurance

We all understand that the oil prices are driving
our oil and gas business. e world’s major

economies are tumbling down, and the industry esti-
mates that $1 trillion worth of oil and gas projects are
at risk with oil prices fluctuating at about $50 to $60.
With global oil prices subject to volatility and geopo-
litical uncertainty, many of the major oil companies
have started reducing capex and operating costs in mil-
lions and billions by combining various strategies like
mergers, acquisitions, suspending new projects and
downsizing staff. With fluctuating oil prices and un-
predictable production issues, it’s time for every oil and
gas operator to understand why and how to engage
flow assurance effectively at every stage starting with
the early phase to ensure uninterrupted transportation
of reservoir fluid from pore to process facilities in a safe
and efficient manner.  

Flow assurance is a key enabler across all functions
of oil and gas field development and production from
design to operation. e flow assurance philosophy is
impacted by many of the project drivers and inputs,
and vice-versa it impacts the entire field development
planning. Subsea developments continue to escalate in
quantity and complexity in deepwater and ultradeep-
water reservoirs with complex formations in harsh en-

vironments with increased challenges. Hence, we need
to look into the life-of-field perspective and apply flow
assurance from conceptual design through FEED stage
and production life to tail-end of the field life. Field de-
velopment involves multidiscipline activity to generate
an optimized solution. ere is a significant level of in-
teraction between these activities with trade-offs, com-
promises, interfaces and iterations to reach an
integrated consensus solution.  Flow assurance and op-
erability are integral parts of the field development ac-
tivity, which should be the focus of all oil and gas
companies during this downturn time. 

Oil and gas companies generate revenue from the oil
produced safely and efficiently. If the oil flow stops, the
revenue stops. e more it stops, the more cash is lost.
erefore, production flow assurance can be termed as
“cash flow” assurance. 

e present day economic curiosity is making opera-
tors prudently plan on both the positive and negative
impacts of the low oil prices in moving forward with
new projects. With fluctuating oil prices there is more
pressure on reducing costs, but at the same, it is time to
focus on analyzing flow assurance strategies for a frac-
tion of the budget cuts to explore the long-term future. 

But the success of future flow assurance depends on
the development of technologies that can enable cost-
efficient and environmentally friendly applications while
contributing to increased earnings, production and im-

proved recovery, enhancing and prolonging the use of
existing infrastructure. ese developments should be
based on the technology readiness and qualification
stage, current industry application and growth potential,
opportunities to go through improvements and ad-
vances to meet the new environmental regulations. 

Innovative and cutting-edge technologies are the key
strategic enablers of future competitiveness. Hence,
there is a need to set the vision and spend on R&D to
develop cost-effective flow assurance technologies to
improve production rates and increase total oil recov-
ery by analyzing and identifying the technology gaps.
But the industry needs to understand what basic sci-
ence, engineering and developments are needed, where
the biggest gaps in our knowledge are and what new
technologies will be required for technical and eco-
nomic feasibility.

So isn’t it time to investigate flow assurance strategies
and invest in future flow assurance technologies to im-
prove long term cash-flow assurance?  n

By PHAnEEnDrA KOnDAPI, GrAnHErnE-KBr

Dr. Phaneendra Kondapi is a 
senior technical advisor at
Granherne-KBR and an adjunct
professor of subsea engineering 
at the University of Houston. He
is currently serving as chair of 
SPE Global Flow Assurance
Technical Section. 



Called necessary or onerous, depending on which side
of the issue one takes, environmental regulatory

compliance in the oil and gas industry is not optional.
Offshore compliance is especially important due to the
vast marine environment, and because of that, regula-
tions are particularly extensive.

As improved compliance approaches were emerging, a
popular one involved having a consultant build a very com-
plex spreadsheet for a company. is spreadsheet defined reg-
ulations applicable to a particular oil and gas company and
specified how they were applicable. Compa-
nies would then implement that tool to move
forward with compliance. at tool, however,
is only viable for a brief time period before
quality declines and it becomes obsolete.

As a result, a newer technological approach
takes the digital oilfield route, i.e., turning
complex, highly detailed tasks into what
could be called “EZ execution.” Requiring no
user training, a company simply has the reg-
ulatory compliance system completely set up
and fully managed for them. While compa-
nies could theoretically implement their own
system without a third party, most have dis-
covered the likelihood of failure is extremely
high, oen due to conflicts with other duties
of personnel who can rarely be assigned to
compliance on a dedicated basis.

Capture, manage, continually update
Capturing all the various rules, as applicable
within the industry, poses the biggest com-
pliance challenge. ese rules might con-
tain as many as hundreds of subchapters
but completely capturing them is key to
building the necessarily extensive database.

Once all the rules are electronically cap-
tured, a system is developed that begins
with deciding which rules are applicable to
a particular offshore company, determin-
ing tasks associated with each rule and
tracking the entire system’s regulations as
they are updated and as new rules are
added. When building the system, or data-
base, all rules are first formatted with task
and frequency. en an applicability deter-
mination is methodically done, with some
rules marked applicable and others marked
potentially applicable. e methodical re-
sult is a database of all site-specific rules,
formatted with requirements of what must
be done for compliance (including the task,
frequency and start date of each rule).

e typical electronic regulation man-

agement system, which now accommodates the excep-
tionally large offshore compliance database, includes:

• Full implementation of site-specific requirements
(air, water, waste and safety), which are associated
with compliance tasks;

• Both scheduled and nonscheduled requirements, in-
cluding those specifically associated with compli-
ance tasks;

• Daily tracking of regulation changes, which are au-
tomatically updated; in turn, this builds the calendar
with the new rules and new task reminders for sign-
off upon completion of each task; and

• System flexibility to increase compliance assurance

just by activating a task or turning it into a checklist.
Rules applicability is also region-specific; for example,

the system user can simply go to “Gulf of Mexico,” then
to “applicability rules” and “apply rules to site” (Gulf of
Mexico, in this instance). For example, if rule 33 CFR
151, “vessels carrying noxious liquids/substances,” is de-
termined applicable, the site-specific rules within this
subpart are simply electronically applied. Additionally,
in terms of applicability, tasks are not just indicated but
are accompanied by a comprehensive documentation of
all the requirements. Some tasks associated with rules
state what must actually be done, whereas others are only
informational, such as how to prepare a report.  n

Technology driving offshore 
environmental Regulatory compliance 
n A new era of regulatory compliance for the offshore industry has arrived.

By GrEG HAUnSCHIlD, ACS EnGInEErInG 
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A screen capture from a typical electronic

regulation management system, which

now accommodates the exceptionally large

offshore compliance database, is shown.

(Image courtesy of ACS Engineering)
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from the Norwegian North Sea where operators such
as Statoil have recovery rate goals of up to 60%

through to the Gulf of Mexico’s deepwater developments
and the Middle East, where Saudi Aramco has recovery
targets of up to 70%, increasing oil and gas recovery re-
mains one of the offshore industry’s greatest challenges. 

is is particularly the case when average recovery
rates vary significantly between 20% and 40% and at a
time of low oil and gas prices.

It’s for this reason that the last few years have seen a
renewed focus on extending the life of and increasing re-
covery from offshore oil and gas reservoirs through a va-
riety of EOR techniques. 

Chief among these is artificial li and in particular,
gas-li optimization where gases recovered from the
reservoir are injected into the production tubing to re-
duce the impact of hydrostatic pressure. is results in a
reduction in bottomhole pressure, allowing reservoir liq-
uids to enter the wellbore at higher flow rates. 

The side-pocket mandrel (SPM) technique, using
single-injection pressure-operated gas-lift valves to
regulate injection rate, is one of the industry’s most
widely recognized solutions. Yet the process has
changed little in more than 50 years and remains costly
and time-consuming.

Potentially risky wireline interventions are required
each time the valve setting is modified, and due to SPM
tools having no instrumentation, operators cannot access
information on pressure and temperature at the point of
gas injection. 

“ere’s a need for greater intelligence, control and
flexibility over gas-li operations with no intervention
requirements,” said Camcon Oil strategic adviser Darrell
Johnson. “is has driven our development of Camcon’s

Apollo intelligent gas-li solution that we’ll be showcas-
ing at OTC this year.”

e Apollo range of digital intelligent artificial li so-
lutions from Camcon provide a remotely operated, real-

time and intervention-free solution to monitor downhole
conditions and alter li conditions, without costly pro-
duction interruption, shut down or well intervention.

Apollo is based on Camcon’s patented Binary Actua-
tion Technology, which has applications in the automo-
tive, industrial, life sciences and process control
industries. e technology consists of a low-energy pulse
that digitally operates a valve and thereby eliminates the
need for SPMs. 

The Apollo units incorporate six independently op-
erated valves, enabling modifications to be made in-
stantly in real time without intervention and fear of well
instability or production loss. With the potential to be
used in multiple wells and permanently installed with
a 10-year life, Apollo can deliver fieldwide optimiza-
tion, as gas injection rates can be regulated at any time
between the wells. 

“Apollo has the potential to help bring nonviable fields
back into production, maximize the lifetime of existing
oil fields and provide real-time production support,”
Johnson said.

“We have been told by an operator that interventions
on SPM [tools] have cost $100 million a year for chang-
ing out valves for 13 offshore wells. By contrast, Apollo
offers more flexibility through its range of valve orifices
with no need for change-out and with instant responses.”

Against the backdrop of low oil prices and the need for
EOR, Apollo is becoming more attractive to operators
with a deployment complete in Oman and a number of
other trial installations on the horizon.

e company also is engaging in a series of negotia-
tions with key strategic partners as it looks to roll out its
digital gas-li solutions portfolio globally.

Whether single subsea wells, deviated wells, dual gas-
li completions or deepwater wells, operators are looking
for alternatives to their current gas-li operations. To see
Apollo, visit Camcon at booth 2241.  n

Bringing greater Intelligence to gas Lift   
n Digital intelligent artificial li solutions provide a remotely operated, real-time and intervention-free 
solution to monitor downhole conditions.

COnTrIBUTED By CAMCOn OIl

The Apollo digital gas-lift solution monitors downhole

conditions and alters lift conditions, without costly

production interruption, shutdown or well interven-

tion. (Image courtesy of Camcon Oil)

Report Highlights Industry’s
safety Performance
n HIP manifolds provide operators with a safe, maintenance-free 
product that will last the lifetime of the well.

new data from industry operations and inde-
pendent third-party audits reinforces the U.S.

offshore oil and natural gas industry’s commitment
to safety, according to the Center for Offshore
Safety’s (COS) first annual performance report pub-
lished in April.

“America’s offshore oil and natural gas industry is
even safer than before, but our goal will always be zero
accidents and zero spills,” said COS Executive Director
Charlie Williams. “Sharing data and lessons learned
throughout the industry is an essential part of the
work COS does to continually enhance safety.”

The report, based on data collected from COS
members about their 2013 operations, highlights
key indicators of safety performance, lessons
learned from incidents and information from the
first cycle of safety audits now required by federal
regulations. These audits are based on an industry
standard developed by the American Petroleum In-
stitute and cover safety and environmental man-
agement systems.

Key findings of the report include:

• On average, 96% of planned critical maintenance, in-
spections and testing were performed on schedule;

• All eligible COS members successfully completed
audits of their safety and environmental manage-
ment systems; and

• COS participating members did not suffer a sin-
gle fatality or loss of well control during more
than 42 million work hours in the deepwater
Gulf of Mexico.

“is is the first report of its kind to be published
by U.S. regulators or [the] industry,” Williams said.
Based on the report’s findings, the top three areas COS
has identified for further improvement are:

• Safe mechanical liing, such as the use of cranes
and hoists;

• Process safety, with emphasis on risk management
and maintenance, inspection and testing; and

• Effectiveness of and adherence to operating pro-
cedures and safe work practices, particularly the
quality of work plans and preparation.

COS will use the findings of this report as a baseline
for future comparisons of year-to-year performance
and safety improvement. Subsequent annual perform-
ance reports will be published in the year following
the data they present.  n

COnTrIBUTED By CEnTEr fOr OffSHOrE SAfETy

new cNODE system now replaces all three with a single
embedded system featuring the established HiPAP 501
acoustic positioning system.  

By removing the need for a towed transducer for com-
munication purposes, the single topside HiPAP system
increases the efficiency of launch and recovery of the
AUV and allows for greater agility of the surface vessel.

During the CAT, the HUGIN AUV was mounted with
a 30-degree transducer head. e new record water depth
was achieved not only for the AUV but also for the
cNODE system. roughout the deepwater dives, the
cNODE provided a reliable and high-quality data link to
the AUV, enabling it to carry out its survey of a large
seabed area.

$150 Million Investment to Build

global subsea Integrity Business

A new subsea company was launched at OTC 2015 on
Monday. Underwater Integrity Solutions (UIS), head-
quartered in Houston, is an independent company fo-
cused on underwater integrity, production assurance and
life extension for subsea fields.

HitecVision, a European private-equity oil and gas in-
vestor, has committed $150 million of equity to finance

Industry
news (continued from page 14)

See IndUsTRy neWs
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As omas Edison said, “I find out what the world
needs. en I go ahead and try to invent it.” More

than 130 years aer Edison established GE, invention
with practical application remains at the core of every-
thing the company does.

In the oil and gas industry, needs are changing as
never before. Across the world, the in-
dustry faces unprecedented challenges fi-
nancially, geopolitically, environmentally
and operationally and need to think
bolder than ever before to address them. 

e industry and the world are crying out
for innovative solutions to extract, transport
and process oil and gas. e industry’s needs
are multiple and competing: faster, cheaper,
local, predictable, more efficient and less re-
source-intensive reserves. e recent drop
in oil prices has only served to accentuate
these needs, not change them.

Most oil and gas companies are looking
around for fresh ways to tackle these chal-
lenges. And many of them, rightly, are
turning to technology. But for industrial
companies like GE, thinking like a tech-
nology startup requires a far greater
change in mindset than simply adopting
and using these new technologies.

Problem solving 
Historically, many industrial companies
have focused on solving one problem at
a time, but in today’s fast-paced era, with
an industry facing environmental, cost
and technical challenges, this simply
isn’t enough. Operators want creative
tools and solutions that address all their
issues urgently. 

GE’s best way to think in the round is to
harness the project management, engi-
neering and manufacturing experience
across the company. GE’s partnership with
Eni for the Offshore Cape ree Points
Block in Ghana is a great example of the
GE store at work. GE is drawing upon the
capabilities of its subsea, turbomachinery
and power conversion teams to deliver so-
lutions needed for the project beginning
this year and continuing to 2017, when
first oil production is planned.

e GE store also helps the company
transfer material science and engineering
breakthroughs from one industry to an-
other. e company’s new High Pressure
Ratio Compressor (HPRC) leverages its
aviation aerodynamic experience to de-
liver its smallest, lightest compressor yet,
reducing overall train weight and footprint
and increasing reliability. With HPRC
technology, GE has lowered power con-
sumption and reduced operating costs
with an easier installation.

Customer engagement
Supply companies have always engaged
customers. In the past, this has been spo-
radic, becoming a focused effort in the
early days prior to an agreement and

then again when a product is ready to be rolled out.
Often, that left little space for improvements in the de-
velopment process or left operators with a product they
were not 100% satisfied with. This often caused frus-
tration, cost and time overruns.

By adopting the startup “FastWorks” approach, GE has
transformed the way it develops products for operators.
e company’s engineers, not just salespeople, now share
products in development with customers. 

Open innovation
In the highly competitive business environment, intellec-
tual property always has been closely guarded. Successful
innovation has mostly been driven by competition, rather
than partnership or information sharing. Increasingly, this

Thinking like a Technology
startup: delivering the next 
Industrial era
n With an industry facing environmental, cost and technical challenges, 
companies need to focus on solving more than one problem at a time. 

By lOrEnzO SIMOnEllI, GE OIl & GAS
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GE Oil & Gas employees at work at the Technical Train-

ing Academy in florence, Italy. (Photo courtesy of GE

Oil & Gas)

See InnoVaTIon continued on page 31
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If you think it’s expensive to hire a professional to do
the job, wait until you hire an amateur,” Red Adair

said. 
Developing the right relief well plan and following

through with a successful execution requires experience
and resource access that many companies do not possess.
A relief well might be the last ditch effort to kill a well,
but picking amateurs to do the job of a professional could
cost an operator valuable time, precious dollars and a
whole lot of headache.  

In response to the 2010 oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico,
many regulators now require a relief well plan prior to
approving an application for a permit to drill. 

is is a positive, proactive step; however, most engi-
neers tasked with developing such a plan have no expe-
rience in relief well design.

A relief well is not just another directional well. Plan-
ning a successful relief well to control a blowout requires
a system design as well as the integration of numerous
special services. 

Professional experience and management of all of these
fields, along with the best available technology, are crucial
to project success. No one person can possess all of the
knowledge required to implement a successful relief well. 

Consider for a moment what it takes to devise an ex-
ploration well. You have to design, construct, log and test
a well in an environment with a considerable number of
variables and unknowns.   

Successful operators have an experienced explo-
ration well manager who, like a building architect, or-
chestrates all of the required services to bring about
the desired outcome. These managers do not gain
their experience and position by reading articles
about drilling or working plans that are never exe-
cuted, nor are they experts in every required field.
What they do understand is the total well delivery
process that makes the project successful. They also
know when and where experienced personnel and
contractors are needed. 

Just as in the development of an exploration well, an
effective relief well plan requires a team of experts as
well as contingency plans. However, a relief well also re-
quires personnel with a unique expertise for the serv-
ices and equipment that are exclusive to this type of
critical project. 

What makes a relief well unique? While the goal—to
control the blowout—might be obvious, the objectives
are less obvious. 

e devil is in the details.
For most real situations and all contingency plans, the

objectives are to make a direct intersect with the blowout
well at a given depth, gain hydraulic communication and
kill the flow by pumping mud from the relief well into
the blowout.  

However, the downhole blowout scenario—including
the flowpath, rates, fluid and reservoir properties and
downhole constraints—is never completely known. 

Defining possible flow scenarios requires analytical di-
agnostics. is must include the uncertainties in the vari-

ables. If the diagnosis is incorrect, the relief well design
also can fail. Along with the required specialists, experi-
enced blowout control management is essential in the
initial stage of the planning process.  

Once the possible blowout scenarios and uncertainties
are defined and ranked in order of probability, the relief
well objectives and the first iteration of the intersection
kill depth can be investigated. is is the responsibility
of a task force formed by the operator to design and de-
liver the relief well.  

So, how do you best organize a relief well task
force? Recalling the analogy between relief wells and
exploration wells, it is imperative that the task force
should be led by the operator’s well construction
leader or designate. 

Under the task force leader, there are two operational
branches. One branch is responsible for all of the routine
services for well construction design and delivery tasks.
e second branch is responsible for the design and de-
livery of the nonroutine tasks that are unique to the relief
well objectives. 

is special services branch should be led by a relief
well specialist with experience in both well intersection
and hydraulic kill design and delivery.  

Having the best available technology and expertise is
critical when you need to implement a relief well to con-
trol a blowout.

e professionals at Wild Well Control have 74 suc-
cessful relief well intersections.

Solid relief well plans by professionals will catch the devil
in the details and save you costly, amateur mistakes.  n

Planning Relief Wells like a Pro 
n In a perfect storm of reduced oil prices and major cost-reduction policies, the required critical contingency plans
can be easily mismanaged by amateurs.  

By JOHn WrIGHT, WIlD WEll COnTrOl

“

As in the past, industry collaboration and standardi-
zation were touted as keys to lowering costs as they face
more difficult demands from E&Ps in more challenging
waters around the globe. 

Jean Cahuzac, CEO of Subsea 7, said the past 30 years
have seen the same discussion during downturns that
evaporate once oil recovers. But the prevailing winds
have been pushing change for a long time.

“I think this time we’re going to do it,” Cahuzac said.
“We have no choice.”

John Gremp chairman, president and CEO of FMC
Technologies, said much is at stake this time.

“It’s not about $50 oil,” he said.
Rather, it’s about future oil needs and reversing

everyone’s fortunes. In the past five years, during the
most stable, highest oil price environment in decades,
E&P companies reported declines in returns every
year, he said. 

One factor is expenses. An EY study of 470 projects
costing at least $1 billion found that overruns totaled
$400 billion.

In the years ahead, Gremp said an additional 40
MMbbl/d of oil production growth is needed. About 80%
of substantial hydrocarbon discoveries have been made
in deepwater in the past few years.

at leads to a serious problem, Gremp said. “ose
projects are not going to be developed unless the industry
can substantially improve the returns on those projects,”
he said.

ierry Pilenko, chairman and CEO of Technip, said
cost has been a problem for too long.

Pilenko said even paperwork is creating a money pit.
A piece of equipment used in 1990 used to require three
pages of documentation. Now it requires 70% more man
hours to document. 

“For the same piece of equipment, you now have 18
pages,” he said.

e oil and gas industry should also apply the lessons
learned by the auto and airline industries, starting with
a reevaluation of integrating the supply chain, he said. 

Pilenko said the industry must strengthen the relation-
ship across the supply chain and find ways to standardize.

“Otherwise, we don’t have a solution,” he said.
e answer is not to turn to the typical downturn tactic

of squeezing the supply chain. 
“I can tell you this is not enough,” Pilenko said. “ere

is not enough profit in the supply chain to make the
changes that are needed to make the project viable struc-
turally and sustainably in the long term.” 

Standardization, however, has been talked about for
years without success. “Until maybe now,” Gremp said.
Instead of talking about it, it might actually get done. 

He cited an example of four operators agreeing on a
single part number. While it took 9 months to reach con-
sensus, single part numbers reduce lead times in Gremp’s
experience by a third.

“It’s just intuitive. If you’re doing something over and

over again, you get good at it, reliability goes up, lead
times go down, costs go down,” he said.

Bruno Chabas, CEO of SBM Offshore, said the indus-
try’s problems are decades old and plagued with projects
that are over budget and inefficient.

Traditionally, contractors have been blamed and the
terms and conditions of a job have become more and
more stringent over the years.

“I don’t think it has worked—in fact, the opposite,”
Chabas said.

Instead, service firms need to have upfront involvement
in a project and freedom to help design platforms and un-
dersea equipment. In one case, Chabas said a project was de-
livered two months ahead of time with almost no problems. 

“Some of the best success stories we have seen for our
company is when we got involved in the design engineer-
ing portion with the industry,” he said.  n

ceos continued from page 1

Thierry Pilenko speaks during Tuesday’s panel “Serving Offshore Industry for Win-Win: Competition and Collabo-

ration” at OTC. Other speakers (left to right) included luis Araujo, John Gremp, lorenzo Simonelle, Jean Cahuzac,

Bruno Chabas and moderators y Doreen Chin and Gregory Carter. (Photo courtesy of CorporateEventImages.com)



for the future,” he emphasized. “No matter about these
low oil prices, we must act now for wells pumping 10
years from now.”

Opening new frontiers
Olson described OTC as a sci-fi convention in many
ways. “As we go further into the 21st century, this will be
the century of American energy leadership. Low prices
or not, we’re looking at a huge abundance of energy in
America. But that’s only if we can avoid shooting our-
selves in the foot. As prices rebound—and these will re-
bound—the heart of our industry’s success is our ability
to tap our resources,” he said.

While the industry is taking advantage of that ability
onshore, it is blocked in its efforts offshore.

“Congress has closed off much of the offshore
drilling for a very long time. Even in the Gulf of Mex-
ico,” he added.

At the same time costs were increasing, and last
month saw yet another round of new rules for offshore.
It is just the latest in a long line of costly
rule-makings, Olson said.

There are frontier areas waiting to be
drilled, including the eastern Gulf of Mex-
ico (GoM), the Arctic and Atlantic mar-
gin. “The eastern Gulf has been off the
table largely because of a Congressional
mandate. The GoM Energy Security Act
will expire in the coming years. It will be
a very spirited debate, but I think we can
win because we’ve done it right here in
Texas,” he explained.

Currently, the biggest battles will be
over opening the Arctic and Atlantic
areas. “The Arctic is the final frontier and
a huge challenge. According to a report by
the National Petroleum Council, the
Alaska Arctic has the potential for 34 bil-
lion barrels of oil. That’s way too much en-
ergy to leave on the table, especially when
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline is running on
empty,” he continued.

e Atlantic Coast is another energy
frontier. Some states don’t want these re-
sources developed while others are rolling
out the welcome mat. “ey want the jobs
and infrastructure that you create. Just like
in the Arctic, there is an ‘open for business’
sign. But we can’t get bogged down by
mountains of paperwork and lawsuits,”
Olson explained. 

Open energy markets
The other critical aspect of opening off-
shore areas is making sure there are mar-
kets for that energy. “We need to get the
energy market to make sure the global
markets are open. In many parts of the
world, energy is used as a weapon.
OPEC used it against us in the 1970s.
President [Vladimir] Putin and Russia
are holding the same energy hammer
over the Ukraine and most of Europe,”
he said.

e U.S. can impact world energy mar-
kets if oil and gas are exported. Removing
the 40-year ban on oil exports will be a
boon to U.S. allies, he emphasized. n
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did you Know?

In 2014, OTC attendees 

numbered 108,300, representing

130 countries (including 

exhibit personnel).

As the week of networking, gaining valuable insights and knowledge, and forming new bonds comes to a

close, plan to attend the 2016 Offshore Technology Conference in Houston next May. (Photo courtesy of

CorporateEventImages.com)
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the buildup of the company. UIS has been established by
five well-known subsea industry leaders with more than
140 years of combined global experience. UIS will ac-
quire businesses and form strategic partnerships to build
an independent and global company solely focused on
integrity and production assurance with the aim of max-
imizing the operators’ financial return on their subsea as-
sets over their operational life.

“UIS is launching at a time when the trend for opera-
tions in deeper water and in more hostile environments
is continuing,” UIS CEO Bill Boyle said. “ere are about
5,000 operational subsea wells around the world with al-
most 7,000 predicted by 2020. Subsea global annual op-
erating expenditure is currently around $10 billion and
expected to grow strongly over the course of the next few
years. Today, there is a need to significantly reduce subsea
operating costs and increase efficiency and hence value
from subsea fields.”

Total, shell Buy into MacH dataset

BMT Argoss Ltd., the U.K. Met Office and Oceanweather
Inc. have launched their joint Mid-Atlantic Current
Hindcast (MACH) dataset, resulting in two successful
data sales to oil and gas majors Shell International Petro-
leum Co. Ltd. and Total SA.  

e MACH team companies have worked closely with
oil and gas operators to provide a robust current dataset
covering the West Africa region. e MACH dataset pro-
vides information on the long-term variability of cur-
rents over a 20-year period and has been validated
against measured data throughout the region. e initial
focus has been to provide a 20-year fine resolution
dataset for the West Africa oil and gas concession region.  

“Total is interested in MACH to provide a comprehen-
sive database, useful for developing design criteria for
offshore structures as well as for environmental impact
assessment studies,” said Valérie Quiniou-Ramus, head
of TEC/GEO and metocean specialist at Total. 

With this phase of the modeling complete, the team is

now looking to expand the fine resolution modeling to
other parts of the mid-Atlantic Basin, including Brazil.

offshore Mud skips and cutting Boxes

Minimize Risk of accidents

Hoover Container Solutions, a subsidiary of Hoover
Group Inc., is showcasing its new DOT/DNV-certified
mud skip and cutting box at OTC 2015. e latest addi-
tion to Hoover’s offshore product line is designed for the
transportation and safe handling of hydrocarbon-cont-
aminated drill cuttings from offshore platforms to treat-
ment or disposal sites. 

e units are designed and manufactured to DNV 2.7-
1/EN 12079/DOT 49CFR176.340 standards and have
certified slings complete with shackles. 

For more information and to see the mud skip and cut-
ting box, visit Hoover at booth 3469.

FMc, Total sign Frame agreement for

Technology development

FMC Technologies and Total have signed a Frame Agree-
ment for technology development to define the R&D re-
lationship and create a framework for collaborative and
innovative projects. 

e goals of the agreement are to enable an environ-
ment where the parties can work together to tackle in-
dustry technical challenges and to reduce time to market
for subsea technology.

e Frame Agreement will include joint projects, be
managed by a steering committee and technology work-
shops will be actively used to facilitate the work. 

onesubsea delivers Industry’s First

subsea Multiphase compressor

OneSubsea, a Cameron and Schlumberger company, has
delivered the world’s first subsea multiphase compressor
to Statoil for the Gullfaks South Field in the North Sea.

The subsea multiphase compressor enables boosting
of unprocessed wet gas production fluids, while elim-
inating the need for an upstream separation facility or
an anti-surge system, making it the industry’s only true
wet gas compressor. It is expected to increase the re-
covery rate for the Gullfaks South Brent reservoir by
22 MMboe.

Polarcus awarded Broadband 3-d 

Project offshore UK

Polarcus Ltd. signed a Letter of Intent with an undis-
closed client for a 3-D marine seismic project on the U.K.
Continental Shelf using Polarcus’ RightBAND technique
for broadband data acquisition.

The project, subject to the execution of a service
contract, will commence in second-quarter 2015 and
is expected to run for about 25 days. The client has an
option for a second project immediately following of
about 16 days.

subsea 7 awarded offshore Brazil 

contract

Subsea 7 S.A. has been awarded a contract worth about
$200 million with a duration of about two years. e con-
tract is for the installation of flexible lines for Petrobras’
projects using Subsea 7’s construction and flex-lay vessel
Seven Seas, on a day-rate basis. e vessel has been op-
erating for Petrobras under a similar day-rate contract
since 2013 and will commence the new contract in direct
continuation to the current one.  

e Seven Seas is a vessel capable of operating in water
depths up to 3,000 m (9,843 ) and is equipped with an
advanced flexible pipelay system with top tension capac-
ity of 430 tonnes. e contract work scope will be similar
to that of other Subsea 7 pipelay support vessels operat-
ing under day- rate contracts in Brazil, providing engi-
neering and installation services for client-supplied
flowlines, umbilicals and subsea equipment. n

Industry news (continued from page 26)

tion and torque-up, a manipulator, which hosts a pres-
sure packer, is inserted into the open end of the newly
installed pipe, and a hydro pressure-test is conducted
to check the integrity of the newly made connection.
The pressure test “stinger” manipulator is then with-
drawn from the pipe, and the Shuttle Sub moves on to
install the next pipe section. 

To receive a fresh container of pipe, the Shuttle Sub
returns to the support vessel at the surface. The empty
pipe cargo container is then removed and replaced with
a loaded container, and the Shuttle Sub returns to the
seabed to continue the installation. 

Because the Shuttle Sub is fitted with multiple ma-
nipulators, it isn’t limited to installing straight pipe. It
will be possible to install pipe junctions, bends instru-
mentation modules and supporting infrastructure, such
as instrumentation cabling. 

One of the advantages this installation technique of-
fers is ease of deploying heavy pipe into deep water for
relatively low cost.

Reducing costs: installing cable and umbilicals
Installing instrumentation in deep water always has
been very expensive, due to supporting infrastructure
costs, such as cabling. Consider pipeline corrosion
monitoring. Although desirable, often it’s not possible
due to the cost. For example, running a cable umbilical
of low functionality alongside a 30-km (19-mile)
pipeline would cost several million dollars and is often
excluded from a project workscope for this reason. 

Using the Shuttle Sub, the same cable can be installed
for a fraction of the cost. Because the reel of cable
would be deployed from the Shuttle Sub as it hovers
about 10 m (33 ft) above the seabed, instead of directly

from the vessel at the surface, no load-bearing armor-
ing and heavy terminations are necessary. The Shuttle
Sub can hold 30 km of low-functionality umbilical,
complete with the necessary subsea EDUs, jumper con-
nectors to interface with remote pipeline-mounted in-
strumentation and manipulators required to complete
the installation. 

Insulation resistance checks can be conducted during
or following cable installation via the Shuttle Sub um-
bilical to the support vessel. This process can be re-

peated any time before or during cable deployment but
is likely to take place immediately before the second
end connector is withdrawn from the hub of the reel
and installed into the seabed-based host connector,
completing the deployment operation. 

Steel tube flying leads, many kilometers long, can be
deployed in the same way and testing can be conducted,
as with the electrical cables, but with an additional pres-
sure-testing operation for the hydraulic lines. 

Deployment, lift, salvage and intervention
e Shuttle Sub will open the door to a range of new li
and deployment techniques that are not available to ma-
rine operators because all of these operations are cur-
rently achieved using li lines from a vessel at surface. 

Salvage operations will be made significantly safer,
using a fully-engineered, controlled and robust buoy-
ancy system in conjunction with multiple lift lines from
the Shuttle Sub to the load, each capable of being indi-
vidually load-tested prior to committing to a lift,
thereby avoiding the haphazard buoyancy bag methods
currently used by salvage operators, that often result in
the kinds of issues witnessed recently during failed at-
tempts to lift a crashed airliner from the seabed. 

Shuttle Sub also will transport heavy cutting and
capping equipment into deep water, for intervention
in the event of a catastrophic subsea blowout or
pipeline breach. Flying this kind of equipment into
position from a remotely-positioned rig or vessel is
not currently possible.

Joint venture wanted
Because the Shuttle Sub is in development, Deep Blue
Engineering is keen to form a joint venture with a tech-
nology partner to fast-track development through to
commercialization. n

caRRIeR continued from page 10

The secret to the Shuttle Sub’s versatility lies in its mod-

ular payload “cartridge” system, making it ideal for pipe

installation, cable deployment, salvage work, and subsea

intervention. Pictured is the Shuttle Sub carrying out a

pipe laying operation. 
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enjoy new sessions this afternoon
during oTc open access day

In addition to complimentary OTC registration, today’s Open Access

Day also includes two professional development sessions. The first

session at 1 p.m. focuses on “How to Start your Own Business.” J.

roger Hite, founder and principal of Inwood Solutions, will provide

guidance on how to develop an effective business plan.

“networking Effectively to Build Beneficial relationships,” at 2

p.m. will help attendees learn how to grow their networking skills to

build collaborative relationships, facilitate career changes or estab-

lish new careers.

next five years. This increase in expenditure will
be driven by growing requirements for vessels to
operate in harsh conditions in isolated regions for
longer duration on site and by the large increase
in deepwater activities. The outlook for subsea
vessel activities will be robust over the forecast
period in regions such as Asia, Africa, Latin
America and North America. Despite unprece-
dented levels of recent vessel deliveries, increas-
ingly complex operating conditions and stringent
operator requirements will drive demand for fur-
ther deliveries. 

View the report at marketreports.douglas-west-
wood. com/report/oil-and-gas/world-subsea-vessel-
operations-market-forecast-2015-2019. n

In the dynamic-positioning space, for example, there
is great interest in a technique known as live short circuit
testing to validate predictive analysis of equipment and
system performance.

ABS models are being developed to study equipment
and system performance under a variety of normal and
fault operating conditions. ese same models also will

allow engineers to study the optimal coupling point of
energy storage systems. Optimizing the coupling point
of energy storage systems offers the opportunity to re-
duce capex by providing the potential to justify reduction
in the size and number of onboard generators. Opex and
emissions can be reduced using this approach because it
provides the opportunity to run the minimal set gener-
ators at their lowest cost and lowest emissions point.

In addition to allowing optimization of the coupling
point, models help engineers understand the interaction
of the various energy sources facilitating stable power
system operation and power quality. 

Simplifying the move from concept to reality
e ABS Simulation Project, which incorporates model-
based design, is part of ongoing multiyear research target-
ing subsea power systems, power systems associated with
dynamic-positioning vessels and other innovative tech-

nologies that are rapidly being rationalized and introduced
into the offshore sector. ABS hopes to further these efforts
through the formation of a joint industry project that will
focus on practical marine and offshore applications of sim-
ulation technology.

For further information, contact Milton Korn at
mkorn@eagle.org. n
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voltage and current profile at breaker closing, t = 4,

are shown. (Images courtesy of ABS)

voltage and current profile at breaker reclosing, t =

12, are shown. 

level of 0.25 bbl (0.0298 cu.m, 1.0527 sq ) of water per million standard cubic
feet of gas. Additionally, this meter is the first to enable measurement of relative
concentrations of water and hydrate inhibitor. Finally, the meter is not affected
by changes in salinity, hydrogen sulfide or CO2, which eliminates the need for
corrections related to these factors.

e low-power, compact RedEye subsea water-cut meter is ideally suited to
monitor individual wells prior to a comingle point. 

Capable of tracking track hydrate-inhibitor concentrations, the meter helps
to determine whether well conditions are outside of the hydrate-formation
range. The meter is rated to15,000 psi and is suitable for installation at a depth
of 3,048 m (10,000 ft). The meter supports all standard digital subsea commu-
nication protocols.

e advantage
e RedEye subsea water-cut meter provides insight into subsea wells by reducing
water-measurement uncertainty. is well-surveillance tool enables operators to
know when water production starts, where water flow originates and how much
hydrate inhibitor is appropriate. is last capability helps to avoid the expense of
applying too much hydrate inhibitor.

With simple installation and reliable performance, this tool can be applied to
any type of subsea production system, including HP/HT wells. n

goes against the spirit of the times, with technology com-
panies in particular crowdsourcing and sharing informa-
tion to innovate for social good.

GE has always believed that innovators can and should
build on each other’s expertise, taking breakthroughs in
one business and applying them to others. 

GE is extending that even further through collabora-
tion with Statoil to accelerate development of sustainable
energy solutions, including a focus on increasing per-
formance and prolonging intervals between maintenance
for gas turbines and compressors on Statoil’s platforms in
the North Sea. Another key part of the collaboration is
GE’s Open Innovation Challenge, which seeks global
input to address industry issues. Together, the companies
are committed to driving sustainable and cost-effective
solutions for the industry by accessing and rewarding the
best available thinking to everyone’s benefit.  n

sults in a homogenous and isotropic material with a
much smaller grain size, which is easier to inspect by ul-
trasonic techniques and minimizes the risk of HISC.

e decision to use HIP manifolds from SMT has pro-
vided the operator with a safe, maintenance-free product
that will last the lifetime of the well. To an industry con-
tinuously looking for increased reliability, this powder
technology capability greatly reduces the risk of costly fail-
ures. e lighter construction of powder-based products
requires less material to make each shape and ultimately
allows products to be made thinner and more lightweight. 

SMT has delivered technology to hundreds of operators
worldwide in some of the most demanding environments.
ese HIP products fulfill all of the key accreditation re-
quirements for ASTM, NORSOK and NACE.

For more information about SMT’s solutions, visit
booth 2701.  n
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